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Congremnan Frank A. Stub-
blefield who is completing his
sixth term in the United States
Coogreas from the First Con-
gressional District of Kentucky,
today announced his candidacy
for reelection in the Democratic
Primary on May 28.
Representative Stubblefield,
who went to Congress in 1969
is now the fourth ranking mem-
ber of the thirty-five member
House Agriculture Committee,
and is chairman of the Dairy
and Poultry subcommittee. He
also serves on the important To-
bacco subcommittee and the
Conservation and Credit sub-
committee.
Congressman Stubblefield Is
a member of the House Mer-
chant Marine and Fisheries
Committee which has jurisdic.
*es war the nation's water-__,__celeuressman
VIM •
1/1' announcing his intention
to conthme representing in
Washington "the people's in-
terest of Western Kentucky",
Congressman Stubblefield pled-
ged his "unfailing efforts to ob-
tain Federal cooperation and
financial assistance" for his dis-
trict that it "may continue to
enjoy the public facilities
necessary to broaden the eco-
nomic opportunities for the
whole area."
Stubblefield represents 23
First District counties with its
population of 425,000 people
Approximately 20 per cent of
the First District make their
livilhood by farming.
During his tenure of office
wer 411 water districts or sew-
er-water districts have been fin-
anced Doe the First District dir-
ectly through his efforts.
Congressman Stubblefield is
lie son of Vernon Stubblefield,
Sr. and the late Mrs. Stubble-
field.
Be served in the Armed
Forces during World War 11
dad suffered an injury to his
back.
ISeen&HeardAroundMurray
A need reader sends in the fol-
lowing article clipped front the
March 1970 issue of Woman's
Household Magazine. "Would
like to hew from someone who
knows the whereabouts of fam-
ily of Allen H. Fttts who lived
in None, Idaho in 1926 and C.
Z. Fitts who lived in Los An-
geles, Calif. around 1925. Also
does anyone lmow where I could
locate Ruby Fitts born in Cal-
loway 0o., Ky. in 1903? I would
libe to know who she married
or whet* I could write her. -
Mrs. Phil Dean, 10 Thomas Ave.
Peewee City, Ma."
If anyone can help the lady,
there's her be end address.
Two male Robins this morning
sparring. Surely it is not time
40 sets Up territories for the
spring, It may be that the gun-
ny day caused. false alarm in
ere clocks that guide their lives.
A cold wave should nip this in
the bud.
The leacher told the kid "you
must not say I ain't going. You
should say I am not going; he
is not going; we are not going;
they are not. going". ."Wow",
yells the kid, "ain't nobody go-
In"
That reminds us of the oldie
(Continued on Pam Sixteen)
Supt. Miller Speaker
Fir [yen Greve PTA
The Lynn Grove Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Assoc-
iation will meet at the school on
Thursday, February__16,_.*--.se-
ren p. m.
Williiina B. Miller, superin-
tendent of Calloway County
Sabo* vd.11- be the special




To Be Honored Here
An informal reception honor-
ing Robert Burchell, vicar of
St. John's Episcopal Church will
be held at the charch, Main
Street ano Broach Avenue, on
Saturday, February -.21, from
three to five p.m.
Rev. Bureleell will be leav-
ing Mummy the and of the
month for Louisville where be
has accepted a position as
campus minister at the Univer.
sity of Louisville.




A Calloway County man was
involved in a traffic accident at
Mayfield on Monday. The re-
port in the Mayfield Messenger
was as follows:
"Pickup trucks driven by Ed-
ward T Seavers, Mayfield, route
5 and Herbert Underwood, Ha-
zel, Ky., route 1 collided about
12:06 pin. Monday.
"Seavers was driving east on
Broadway at 13th and Broad-
way and Underwood was driv
log south on North 13th Street
at the intersection attemping
a left turn onto East Broadway
when the collltion occurred, the
police report said."
Gospel Singing Will Be
At Chestnut Street
A gospel singing will be held
at the Chestnut Street Taberna-
cle, Murray, an Friday, Febru-
ary 20, starting at 7:30 p.m.
The Highpoint Harmonaircs
from Paducah will be featured
at the Wilding. Th_p_ulalic._
!sidled' Witten& .
Selected As A Best All Round Kentuce, n.:111r.ity Newspaper




James F. Fortner and Eugene
Willis will be among 44 new
certified public accountants to
receive certificates on Friday
February TA in Lexington.
Fortner is a native of Clint-
on and is a graduate of North-
ern Arizona University. He is
employee by the George H.
Reed Company of Mayfield
is a resident of Murray.
Willis is a native of Ironton,
Ohio and is a graduate of Ohio
State University. He is employ-
ed by Murray State University.
The new CPA's qualify for a
certificate by successfully pass-
ing a gruelirfg two -and one-
half day examination-and com-
pleting two years of broad ex-
perience in public accounting.
Sam W. Lyverse, President of
the State Board of Accountancy,
will present the certificates at
a dinner meeting of the Ken-
tucky Society of CPA's at the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
-Marshall S. Armstrong, CPA
of Indianapolis and Vice-Pres-
of the Ameriesertustitute
CPA's will address the wup
and members of the society at
this state wide meeting: -
Lucille C. Jones
Dies In Florida
Word has been receieved of
the death of Mrs. Lucille Gro-
gan Jones, former Cailenvay Co-
unty School superintendent.
- Mrs • Jones died- Tuesday -
bout 11:30 a. m. at Tampa, Fla.,
where funeral and burial ser-
vices were held today.
The former Calloway woman
served as superintendent of
Calloway County Schools from
1910 to 1918. She was elected
by popular vote in the regular
election which was the way the
superintendents were selected
St that time.
Mrs. Jones, who would have
celebrated her 90th, birthday
next month, was the daughter
of the Late Mr. and Mrs. Jona-
than Grogan of near Providence
in Calloway County. She has




Six Murray University School
NFL members participated in
the Owensboro Speech Tourna-
ment held recently.
Kathy Rogers, freshman, cap-
tured a second place trophey
in poetry, while Nelson Wald-
rop, senior, won fourth place in
prose.
Nancy Kursave and Ellen
Teitloff, sophomores, participat-
ing in duet acting "did except-
ionally well for their first
event," said James A. Frye,
sponsor. Katie Kemp, 'sopho-
more, and Ftaylene Burris, fresh-
man, also participated in poe-
try and prose respectively.
The NFL will participate in




WASHINGTON (UPI) - Here are highlights of ,Oresident
Nixon's. report to Congress on foreign policy for the 1970s:
Vietnam - Vietnamisation of the war has progressed to a
point Hanoi should we M3 bargaining power diminishing. In
this context, this country would continue to withdraw troops on
"an orderly schedule," but nct without rema.ning alert and ready
to deal with any sudden increase in the level of enemy violence
Middle Ent - Nixon is disappointed discussions with Mos-
cow and the Four Power talks have not produced progress to.
ward an Arab-Israeli settlement, but this country has "gong as
far as we believe useful in making new proposals until there is
response from other parties." He repeats his intention of provid-
ing US, arras to "friendly states as-the need arises" to maintain
a balance of power, but essentially, the path to a Middle East
settlement is long and painful. Increased Soviet activity could
complicate the situation even more.
Arms control - He described at some length his administra-
tion's position on strategic *ems -limitation talks SALT with
the Sovietssehiphasizing the current abseince of a dogmatic US.
stance but 'flexibility which he hoped would produce positive
Soviet reaction when the SALT meetings resume in Vienna in
APril.
Defense - Basically, this long section of the report dealt
with hie- goal. of "strategic sufficiency" in weapons, particularly
missiles and antimissi* systems, .and manpower. Force levels
would be spelled out later by Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird.
Meantime, the President has decided on "defense strategy and
budget .guinglineen,- foe the ,nesenfire oWnistiehin,  NYS rdOd  as
a -MUM improvement over -planning- se he-fehin it le tebrity;
Tobacco Sales
Average Lower
Another sale of dark fired to-
bacco was held Tuesday on the
Murray Market with an average
of $42.32 per hundred weight
reported, according to 011ie W.
Barnett, reporter for the local
market.
Sales for the day were for a
total of 189,890 pounds for $80,-
350.91. Barnett said.
quality of the
was lower in the Tuesday's sale
which accounts for the lower
average.
The next sale on the four
Murray floors, Doran's, Farris.
Growers, and Phinters, will be
held on Friday, and possible
one more sale will be
ed next week.
Cases Are Heard In
The Calloway Court
Several. cases were disposed
In the Calloway County
Court of Judge Robert 0. Mil-
ler during the past week. Rec-
ords show the following terms-
red:
Johnny Barrett Kuttawa,
speeding, -fined $100.00 <esti
$13.50; State Police.
Richard D. Bazzell, Farming
ton, speeding, fined $10.00 cant
$18.50; State Police.
Stanley F. Wasielewski, Brick.
town, N. J., disregarding a stop
sign, fined $10.00 costs $18.50;
State Police.
Joe Bob Turner, Murray
Route Three, speeding, fined
$10.00 -costa $18.50; State Pa'
lice. --
John M. Adams, 1704 Dodson,
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.50; State Police.
Clyde Roberts, Murray Route
Three, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.50; State Police.
David J Victoria, College
Station, Murray. speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.50; State Po-
lice.
Danny Ray K.War-Ii u Pr a y
Route Five, speeding, fine of
$10.00 suspended, costs of $18.-
50 paid; State Police.
Michael C. Shelton, Farming-
ton, speeding, fined $10.00 costs,
$18.50, State Police.
Othum "Sonny" Tucker, Mur-
ray Route Five, knowingly re-
ceiving stolen property, six
months in county jail except
for ten days, balance suspend-
ed, restitution of $75.00 made:
Sheriff.
Scott Urban, 1204 Main, Mur-
ray, cold checking, amended to
disorderly conduct, restitution
of $13.00 made, fined $10.00
costs $18.50; Sheriff.
Dennis Durling, College Sta-
tion, Murray, disorderly con-
'duct, restitution of $22.50 made
to Wallace Book Store, fined
$10.00 costs $18.50; Sheriff.
Edward J. McKinski, College
Station, Murray, 'disorderly con-
duct, rettitution of $22.50 made
to Wallace Book Store, fined
$10.013 costa $18.50; Sheriff.
Steven W. Fleenor, College
Station, Murray improper pass-
ins, fined of $10.00 suspended,
costs of $18.50 paid; State Po-
lice.
METZGER NAMED
Bill Metzger of Murray has
been named vice-president of
Tau Kappa Epsilon social fra-
ternity at Murray State Univer-
sity. He is the son of H. F
Metzger of 1605 Kirkwood 'Dr..




West Kentucky: Fair and wa
mar today; cloudy and turno
colder tonight with a silent
chance for showers Thursday,
decreasing cloudiness and cold-
er. High today mostly in up-
per 60s and low 70sOlow tonign
In 30s, high Thursday most'',
in 40s. Southwesterly winds 15
to 25 miles per hour and gust'
today, shifting to noithwestero
early tonight and diminishing
Thursday, northerly winds 8 to
16 miles per hour. Probability
of rain 20 per. cent tonight.
LAKE DATA
(Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 3552.
up 0.1; below dam 318.6, up
1.1, 11 gates open.
Barkley Lake. 7 am 355 2.1.p
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TEACHERS TO ASK FOR BASE
PAY OF $6,000 AT MEETING
Superlatives Aritenten Service Will KEA Delegate Assembly Tonight
Be At Lutheran Churc
amed-At-
iurray High
The Senior Class of Murray
High School voted on members
of their class as superlatives
Tinsday.
Named Best All Round were
Rita Harris, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Harris, and
Mark Blankenship, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Macon Blankenship.
Celia Simmons, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Simmons,
and Richard Blalock, son of Mr.
sad Mrs. Nelson Blalock, were"-
selected Most Dependable.
Selected as having the Most
School Spirit were Jennie Bare
ker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bartow, and Jimmy
Brandon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Brandon.
Nancy Diuguid, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jones Diuguid,
and Jim Stofber, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Stoller, were mined
Best Looking.
Named most Popular stud-
ents were Conie Lowry, daugh-
ter of Dr. we Mrs. C. C. Low-
ry, and Buz Witham, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Witham.
Selected Most Likely to Suc-
ceed were Kathy Crider, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cri-
der, and Dick West, son of Mr.
end Mrs. W. P. West.
"The Abundant Life Abounds
in Prayer" will be the theme of
the sermon for the midweek
Lenten service tonight (Wednes-
day) at eight p.m. at the Im-
manuel Lutheran Church.
These special 'services are be-
ing held each Wednesday even-
ing during the lenten season.
Rev. Stephen G. Munk, Jr., is
the pastor and will be bringing
the messages.
A congregational meeting of
the church will be held an
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. All mem-





Luther Futrell, father of Ro-
bert Futrell of Murray, died
Tuesday at eight a. m. at his
home in Caldwell County. He
was 70 years of age.
Mr. Futrell was married to
the former Luella Burkley, who
survives, in 1916. He was a
farmer and a sawmill operator.
He was born May 3, 1899 in
Trigg County and his parents
were Josephus Futrell and Ce-
linda Ann Downs Futrell.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Luella Futrell of Princeton
Route 'Five; three sorts, Robert
Best Dressed students were of Murray, Leon of Cadiz, and
Nancy Jones, daughter of Dr Ted of Calvert City; two daugh-
Mrs. Conrad Jones, and tars, Mrs. Annie Mae Justis of
Brandon, 161r6Tilf. and WePeiesville-ette yrs.
Mrs. Keith Brandon. Colson of Ledbetter; two bre
Named Most Talented were thers, Barney Futrell of Muin
Susan Hale, daughter of Mr. ray and Tyner Futrell of Brook-
lyn, Ark., eight grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two. p. m. at the
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz,
with Rev. Bob Beavers officist-
ing Burial will be in the Dovins
Cemetery in Trigg -County.
Friends may call at the Fu-
neral home.
and Mrs. Reid Hale, and Tim
McKee, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Aude McKee.
FREE PUPPIES
Ten puppies, part Beagle, six
weeks old, are free to someone
for pets. Call 753-7182.
Daylight Savings Time Bill May
Reach House Floor Today
By CHARLES PENTECOST
FRANKFORT. Ky. (UPI) -
The controversial bill to exempt
Kentucky from the provisions
of the 1066 Federal Uniform
Time AM could come onto the
House floor for a vote today,
but sponsor Rep. John E. Rick-
ert, D-Elizabethtown, was ex-
pected to substitute a much
milder resolution for his "slow
flie" bill.
Rickert Tuesday announced
he had refiled his petition to
-ave the bill - H016 - taken
'rum the Rules Committee for
vote. The petition originally
oas filed'. lest week but with-
.1rawn the next day.
Fifty-one votes are required
• take the bill from the power-
committee, and it is doubt-
'al if Rickert has them
In remarks made after refit:
lg Tuesday, he offered to
oompromise" with Opponents
f the bill.
"I am making a tacit offer
'sat they consider compromin
IS the whole matter," Rickert
iid. Be said he planned to con-
or with principal opponents
Murray Man Accused
In Safe Burzlary
Three men accused of safe
h.uglary were held to the Henry
county Grand Jury Monday in
loos, Tennessee in Gene rat
•essions Court One of the men
from Murray.
Wyndolia Merrell, 21, of
and Eddie L. Perry, Jr.,
and Vernon Daugherty of
were held in connection
a safe burglary Friday night
Paris Truck and Tractor Co. on
+t Wood Street
'Merrell, who Judge Millard
terson said was already
er _sentence on
ton set bonds of 11,000
h the other three,
of the bill, including Rep. John
Hardin III, D-Hopkinsville, and
hoped to have a , tieel4Ons. by
noon today.
The House reconvenes at 1
p.m. EST.
If Rickert substitutes a face-
saving resolution suggesting
that the U.S. Department of
Transportation return most of
Kentucky to the Central Time-
Zone, the bill would die in com-
mittee. "I believe the federal
government has a real respa-
tibility to straighten the matter
out," Rkket said.
He said that certain areas
opposed to returning to the
Central. Time Zone, such as
northern-Kentucky counties WO
the Ashland area would be al-
lowed to remain in the Eastern
Zone.
The present hoe dividing
Kentucky into time zones begins
at the Ohio River at the West-
ern Meade County line and
runs southeastward to the east-
ern Wayne county' line at the
Tennessee state line.
Other Action
In other action Tuesday, the
House passed 13 bills and a-
dopted three • resolutions in a
busiyesslike three-hour, session.
One hill, which passed 51-24
after lengthy debate, would in-
crease the amount small loan
companies may loan to single
borrowers from $800 to $1,200
and increase interest charges.
It also would revise the sche-
dule ef cash advances and Un-
paid principal balances to con-
form with the new limit, in-
creasing the charge from $15
to $16 on each $100 of cash in
the amount of $300 to POO; and
from $11 to $13 on each WOO
of cash advance from $800 to
SI,200.
It also Would permit the loan
firm to obtain life, health and
diasbility insurance on the bor-
rower.
atiun o insurance po 'cies on
(Continued on, Paw Sixteen)




A one car accident occurred
last night at 8:15 oo Sycamore
Street, according to the report
filed by the officers of the Mur-
ray Police Deportment No in-
juries were reported.
Robert Hatton Banks of 306
Woodlawn, Murray, driving a
1970 Pontiac GTO owned by
Jackie Cochran of Murray Route
One was going east on Syca-
more Street.
Police said. Banks told them
he lost control of vehicle and
it left Sycamore Street in front
of a dwelling house at 1303
Sycamore. Banks then proceed-
ed at about a 45 degree angle
across the yard at,1301 Syca-
more stopping in an open field
directly east of South 13th and
Sycemore Streets, according to
the police report
Damage was reported to the
left side and tie rods of the car
and shrubbery in the two yards.
Earlier at 6:43 Tuesday a two
car collision occurred at the in-
tersection. of North 12th and
Chestnut Streets.
Cars, involved were a 1966
Comet four door owned by
Mary Collie Hitler of Benton
Route Four, and a 1966 Dodge
two door driven by Jerry Wade
Joseph of Kirksey Route One.
The driver of the Hiter car,
going north on 12th, said the
light turned green just as she
was approaching the intersect-
ion and she made a left turn
colliding with the Joseph car
going south on 12th Street, ac-
cording to the police report.
Damage to the filter car was
on the right front fender and
door, and to the Joseph car on
the right front fender.
Another collision occurred at
1:06 pan.- at the intersection of
North 14th Street and Hughes
Avenue.
InvollesO were a 1969 Ford
pickup driven by Robert Lynn
Mills of Mayfield Riede Six and
a 1969 model two door sedan
driven by Thomas C. Liddle of
Route One, Mt. Carmel, Ill.
Police said Liddle, going east
on Hughes, made • right turn
onto North 14th. colliding with
the Mills car going north on
14th Street
Damage to the. Mills car was
on the front, end and to the
Liddle car on the right front
fender.'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) -
Some teachers caucused and
others retaliated as delegates
of the Kentucky Education As-
sociation prepared to meet here




Members of the Murray High
School Parent-Teachers Associ-
ation will hear selections by a
part of the Murray High School
Band at their regular meeting
Thursday night at 7:30 in the
school auditorium.
Under the direction of Phil
Shelton, the group of students
will perform a variety of music.
President Aude McKee urges
all members and other interest-
ed citizens to attend this meet-
ing of the P-TA.
THREE CITED
A meeting of First District
teachers association board mem-
bers was held at Tilghman High
School in Paducah yesterday
and a Trigg -County delegate to
the Kentucky Education Assoc-
iation Assembly tonight told the
FDA that a moilicet will be
made that the KEA resume its
demand for a $6,000 beer sal-
ary for state teac 
st
The teachers were asked by
Law to contact regular sub-
stitutes teachers and ask them
not to teach during the time
of the strike.
The NEA troubleshooter told
the group that there is a "pro-
blem in Murray" and added
that he anticipates attempts
will be made to staff schools in
some places.
Murray teachers have voted
46-36 in favor of the walkout
but 15 or 20 of the 36 have said
that they will not go along with
the majority.
Calloway county teachers
vote 44-42 not to support the
strike unless it was unanimous
across the state.
A goal of the KEA in Jen-
uory was that the teacher sal-
ary base should be $6,000, a
rise of $1,000 over a two-year
period.
Since January the KEA has
soaked down its salary request
to a $300 raise in each of the
next two fiscal years.
Ken Law of Washington, a
specialist in negotiations for
the National Education Assoc-
iation called the Tuesday meet-
ing to order.
Law urged the teachers to
make specific plans and added
that picketing isn't planned. He
asked the teachers to meet dai-
ly, preferably not in school
buildings and said that he
would be headquartered In Pa-
reia~solpena.,
Three persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were one for driving while in-
toxicated and driving on re-
yokel license, one for reckless
driving, and one for driving
while intoxicated.
HUB CAPS STOLEN
• Four hub caps were stolen
from a car of Mrs.-Porter Hol-
land,, 20,1 I
the _MurrasoPialicia-Deontsaant
on Tuesday at 7:30.p. m. ••
The meeting of the 687 mem-
ber delegate assembly is ex
meted to be only a formality
w a three - to - one majority
of the teachers has already rat-
ified a walkout in an informal
reforendusn.
Tb• SEA membership is try-
ing to convince the legislature
that they should be given a six
per cent cost of living increase
plus fringe benefits and addit-
ional rights.
Many teachers assured the
strike will be called. for next
Monday as scheduled, are plan-
ning to solicit support from Pri-
(Continued on P.9. Sixteen)
Fire At Hart Hall
From Trash Can
The Murray Fire Department
answered a two alarm cell this
morning at 1:30 to Hart Hall,
women's dormitory at Murray
State University, located on
North 130 Street.
• ?hymen said the fire was
from a trash can filled with
newspapers on the second floor
of the dormitory. The second
floor was completely filled with
siooke when the firemen arriv-
ed at the scene.
A bucket of water was used
to extinguish the flames. When
the firemen arrived the girls
were already leavnig the dor-
mitory after the fire had been
reported.
Two .trucks with eleven re-
gular firemen answered the
call to Hart Hall.
Last night at 10:05 the fire-
men were called to 501 North,
Cherry Street. This turned out
to be a false alarm as the tom
4.4,41114'lltelhaE. •
u4i,1314)30.• With-.1/44IMIPSIMM*Ir"
tar Iiikmen net 'One veltditliefl'
answered the call.
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'Ten Years Ago Today
=DC= a TIME III=
Mrs. Frank Stegner, age 79, died this morning at the Murray
General 'Hospital. Another death reported was that of Steve
Gingles, five year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Gingies of Nashville,
T eon.
Miss Clara Eagle is one of 40 Kentuckians listed in the new
edition of "Who's Who in American Art'.
Mrs. Thomas Sammoos was the winner yesterday of the Shower
of Gifts event sionsored by a number of Murray merchants and
the daily Ledger & Times.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, former professor of history at MSC
and now director of the George C. Marshall Research Foeadetion,
Is writing an authorised biograhpy of the late General Marshall.
20 Years Ago Today
LIMO= & TIMES FILE
ta Teachers, members of the PTA and interested ritirivis are
issillog this morning at Murray State College to try to iron out
Wan of the difficulties that now exist in the present school crisis.
Close to 300 tans and friends of the Murray State College
Thoroughbreds met them at the Paducah Airport Last night to
say "Hello" after their basketball invasion in the East.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank James are the parents of a girl born at the
Murray Hospital.
Miss Km Herron presented the program at the meeting of the
Hazel PTA.
Bible Thought for Today
THE LEDGER Et TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Hallucinations of Righteousness
Two trials currently in the news
tell us that administering justice, al-
ways difficult enough, suddenly has
become much harder because of the
extraordinary behavior of the accused
themselves.
In Chicago and in Washington, the
defendants seemed to be less concerned
with the charges against them than in
belittling, belaboring and disrupting
the constitutional system of justice.
Judge Julius kir:toff-man in Chicago
has just imposed stiff sentences on
both the defense lawyers and the de-
fendants for outlandish conduct during
the 20-week trial of the alleged con-
spirators who were conspicuous in the
riots at the Democratic convention in
1968.
IN THIS DRAWN-OUT TRIAL,
both the accused and their lawyers re-
viled the judge, displayed contempt for
the accepted judicial procedures and
went out of their way to rely on ir-
relevancy as a defense against the
charges against them.
It was the same in Washington in
the trial of the so-called "D.C. Nine,"
a group which undertook to express its
disapproval of the war in Vietnam by
forcibly breaking into an office of the
Dow Chemical Co., a defense contrac-
tor,-and throwing business files into
the street.
In that ease, there never was any
denial of the charges against this
troupe. They advertised what they
were going to do before they did it,
and they boasted of it afterward. Their
only defense was what they did was
right.
"To destroy property that has no
right to exist is not violence," one of
the defendants told the jury.
The "D.C. Nine" was not peculiar
in this respe.t. The Chicago group,
whether or not it was guilty of the
. offenses for which it .was tried, suf-
fered from the same hallucinations, a
belief that it was above the laws and
the opinions and judgments of others,
that they—in their view—were right.
THERE MAY be some doubt about
the contempt penalties imposed by
Judge Hoffman in the Chicago trial, or
about those imposed by the Washing-
ton judge for similar conduct. But the
defendants in both cases and their
lawyers are people who somehow
Imagine that they are more righteous
than anyone else, that whatever they
do is sacrosanct, that the "cause" they
have embraced justifies an' crime.
Regardless of the guilt or innocence
of the defendants on the specific
charges lodged against them, the law-
yers who represented them (mostly
from the American Civil Liberties
Union) joined in the disruptions, the
arrogant disrespect of court procedure
and the shrill and irrelevant propa-
ganda.
This, it seems to us, poses a serious
problem for the American Bar Assn..
and our judicial system in general. Are
trials to be conducted on the basis of
facts bearing on guilt or innocence, or
is justice to be determined by the per-
sonal, political philosophies of those
who are accused? Our whole judicial
system, the best yet devised for main-
taining an orderly society, depends on




By United Press internatiocal
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 18„
the 49th day of 1970 with 316 to
hallow.
The moon is approachhig lti
full phase.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
On this day 111 history
In 1861 Jefferson Davis was
sworn Into office as President
of the Confederate States of
America at Montgomery, Ala.
In 1930 the planet Pluto was
discovered by astronomer Clyde
Tombaugia at the Lovell Obser-
vatory in Flagstaff, Ariz.
In 1967 nuclear physicist
Robert Oppenheimer died at
the age of 62 at Princeton, N.J.
In 1969 Arab terrorists
attacked an Israeli airllner at
the airport in Zurich, Switzer-
land. Six persons were wound-
ed.
---
A thought for the day—Sir
William Osier said, etee are,
here to add what we can
LO...,DOt to get what we can
from. ..life."
"Paris 7000" is a new one-
hour action drains series to be
introduced on ABC Jan. 22 with
George Hamilton starred
Hamilton spent the first half
of the season as a co-star in
"The Survivors," Monday night
aeries bowing off the network
Jan 12. Hamilton plays a U.S
embassy aide in Paris who spe-
cialises in helping Americims in
crisis situations_ 7
There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor tree,
there is neither male nor female for ye are all one in Christ
Jesus. — Galatians 3:28.
All colors and races meet in Jesus es the rivers meet in the"
sea, 
• New Children's Books Are
Received By County Library
New books for children have
just been received from the State
peptised of Libraries, Frank-
bat, ft Ile Elorray-QpRoway Co.
Limy. lbw ate as W-
M=
HEARTSEASE, by Peter Dicke
bison. —A gallant little tugboat,
Heartsease, plays an important
role in this remarkable tale of
good and evil in conflict. Grades
7ap.
liOW FLETCHEFt WAS HAT-
CHED By Wende and Harry De.
• — Fletcher the dog feels
neglected *nen you Alexander
becomes interested in baby chic-
ks. His solution to neglect Is
hilarous and spectacular. Grad-
es k-3.
THE KNIGHT OF THE CART,
by Constance Hieatt. — The ad-
ventures of Sir Lancelot recou-
nted by an experienced story-
teller wise in the ways of the
Middle Ages. Grades 5-7.
LORD OF THE STARS, by
Jean and Jeff Sutton. — Guitar,
Lord of the Stars finds his gre-
deal victory threatened by an
WEIR youth in this thrilling sc-
.enZe fiction We. Grades 7-up,
THE MONEY MACHINE, by
Cetth Robertson. — A mall-ord-
w money machine leads Neil
ind Swede down a path of excl.
ement and danger which even-
lolly involves the Secret Ser-
Ice. Grades 5-6.
A NECKLACE OF RAINDROPS
ey Jean Aiken. — A series of
:biles by an excellent author
if "orbs for young people. Gra.
• 2-5,
PISTOL. by Adrian:* Richard.
- An engrossing story of a
/wog man's growth to manhood
n the Southwest during the De.
nession Years. Grades 7.4):
THE PRACTICAL PR INC FSS,
▪ Jay Williams. — An unusual
;fft tor a princess to possess
Is common sense; however, Be-
aelia found it quite useful even
in finding a young prince. Grad-
es k-1.
THE STORY OF MASADA, by
Quotes From TheNews-
By UNITED mass vcrimatincerum
WASHINGTON — Sen. Claiborne Pell, remarking cc
the stormy Senate civil rights debate over two conflicting smash.
meats to the $35 million school aid bill which he manages
"The administration has displayed tremendous political ability
and come down on both sides of the Issue- twice"
WASHINGTON — Leon E. Panetta, announcing his resignatioe,
as chief •Ief civil rights enforcement in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare due to pressures against his opposition
to school segregation:
"The predominant pressures came from congressional sources
and were reflected in the White House. They were maybe equally
divided, but the pressures on the Republican side were a lot
stronger because it is a Republican administration."
Yigsel Yadin. — An archaeologi-
cal account of the Zealots' de-
fense of Masada against the
Roman army. Grades 6-9.
TILLY WITCH, by Dan Free-
man. — What does a witch do when
she loses her nastiness? As a
last resort, Tilly goes to Miss
Fitch's Finiching School tar Wit-
ches in an effort to recover her
lost powers. Preschool.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING ELF.,
PHANT, by Whitney Darrow, Jr.
"My name is X22 and I come
from the haunts of Venus and
Mars looking for my flying sau-
cer. It flew away." Thus does
the unidentified flying elephant
Introduce himself and thus does
a fascinating series of adventur-
es begin for earthbound Arthur,
the elephant. Grades k-3.
WHAT MAKES A BIRD
A BIRD? by May Garelick, —
The bird family shares several
characteristics with other fami-
lies but which characteristic is
uniquely his own? Preschool.
WHAT MAKES A CLOCI
TICK? by Chester Johnson. —
A simplified explanation of cloc-






fifF, FRENCH I JE I TEN A NI'S
WOMAN -John Fowles
rlIE GODFATHER - Mano Puna
1111: IfOlIST ON TIIESTRAND
IIIKA WEN - Mart
Renault
eUPPET ON A CIIAIN
AI4airMarl,an
111K SEVEN MINUTES - Irvine
Wallace
111E -GAN4: THAT 4:MUM-I'
slattrrsynAIGIIT Jimmy
Henan
I lIE INHERIT( IRS Harold
KoMitialr
\ TIM 11111'slr, of' NR El OE
Ittflrf „
I III. l'HIMISE Clam, Poluak
CHICAGO — Leonard 1. Weinglass, a defense attorney foi
in. **(Atone Began," discussing tbe defense's motion for 10
declaration of mistrial after the jury completed 381h hours of
deliberations without a verdict
"It's obvious the jury is not atie to reach a verdict."
NEW YORK — Warren E. Burger, chief justice of the United
States, urging an audience of lawyers, judges and public officials
to devote more attention to rehabilitation rather than incarceration
in prisons
"We take on a burden when we put a man behind bars, and that
blades Is to give him a chance to change."
COLLEGE CLEANERS
. 1411 OLIVE 'BOULEVARD
PIM PiCkuit inii,DELIVERY —
Try* Fl.. Clianins • * Phipme 153:3152
Shipment Of New Books Is
Received At Library Here
A shipment of new books has
been received from the Depart-
ment of Libraries at the Murray.
Calloway County Library. They
are as follows:
THE ADVENTURES OF BAR-
ON MUNCHAUSEN, by R. E.
Raspe. A new edition featuring
one of the immortal figures of
fantasy and fun.
AND THE BULLETS WERE
MADE, by Paul Wheeler. — A
resurgent Nazi movement brms
the backgromid of this fast-paced
suspense novel.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
BERTRAND RUSSELL 1944 -
1969. — The third and final vole-
me of one of the most significant
autobiographies of our times,
spanning almost a century of
social and intelluctual change.
THE BASEBALL ENCYCLO-
PEDIA. —The ultimate in refer-
ence volumes for the baseball
lover, featuring the complete
and official records of major
league baseball.
THE BLACK SHIP, by Paul
and Sheila Mandel. — An elusive
SS German desti-oyer - nicknam-
ed the Black Ship- is the target
of an United States torpedo boat
In this exciting tale of World
War 11.
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DOG BR.
EEDS, by Ernest H. Hart. — An
excellent reference book for both
the experienced and novice dog
owner.
HOMEMADE BREAD. by F
Editors of Farm Journal. —
Complete and up-to-date ,clearly
presented methods of making
yeast breads accompanied by ex-
cellent recipes.
MY CONNEMAR A, by Paul Ste-
ichen. — Carl Sandbutg's grand-
daughter tells what it was like
 I
to grow up on the famous poet's
North Carolina mountain farm.
NORTH CAPE, by Joe Payer.
— A spellbinding near- future sto-
ry of high-flying espionage bet-
ween America and li USSI.a.
PASSPORT TO MAG0NIA, by
Jacques Vallee. — A mathema-
liciag end reveal az
plores reports of "flying sau-
cers" and investigates the per-
sistent and traceable folk tra-
ditinns concerning visitors from
the unknown.
POSSE FROM POISON CRE-
EK, by Lewis B. Patten. — An
exciting novel of cooflict at close
quarters by a popular Western
author.
SATAN'S WORLD, by Poul An.
derson. — Business dealings in
the super-mercantile universe of
the future is dangerous and dead-
ly as Davi@ Talkayn finds out,
SCRATCH ANKLE, U. S. A.
by Myron J. Quimbjelkn—ex-
amatory volume concerning how
hundreds of American cities,
towns, villages, and hamlets
came to possess their unique
names.
SEX AND THE SINGLE CHILD
by Sam Levinson — A series of
funny, touching, and unabashed
cartoons expressing the innocent
logic of little people viewing the
adult world.
WAY OUT WEST, REMISE..
CENCES AND TALES, by H. G.
Merrbun. — A collectionof brief
accounts of life sin the Old West,
personal accounts ranging from
tragic to humorous and display-
ing the characteristics that en-




One of Perry CAITPAI.% infre
(went television appearances will
be made Feb. 22 in an NBC





4 to 5 pan.,...Joierla ifs seventh
scantion Jan. 10. ARC'. "Pr,,
114)wirn. 'Flour" Imgins its  Hi
year Ibe name day and sill IN'
,4.1'n frown 37:RI to ri earl% Satin
TVA IRS LETTER
The value of local initiative
and participation in improved
flood control measures again was
made apparent during end-of-year
floods that inixelated parts of
Tennessee, Kentucky, and Vir-
ginia, TVA reports.
According to theAmericanRed
Cross, more than 1,100 homes
in the tri-state area were affect-
ed by the flood waters. Many
more would have been flooded
without the measures already
taken-to reduce flood damage in
e Tennessee Valley and else.
ore • according to John W.
ers, head of TVA's Local
Relations staff,
re than 500 homes would
have been flooded at Chattanooga
without TVA's flood regulation
on the Tennessee River. In north-
west Alabama the new Baer
Creek Dam prevented inundation
of 3,700 acres of lowland from
what would otherwise have been
a record flood.
Flood levels were reduced by
TVA' s Beech River water con-
trol system in west Tennessee
and by the partially-completed
Tims Ford Dam on the Elk Riv-
er. The Elk would have reached
near-record flood stage at Fay-
etteville without Tints Ford Dam,
On many streams, however,
the cost of flood control dams
and reservoirs cannot be just-
ified by the potential benefits,
Weathers pointed out. In the early
1950's TVA began a program
encouraging Tennessee Valley
communities to take the babe
tive in meeting local flood pro-
blems.
Key to this program is im-
proved land use — "staying out
I the water's way" by zoning
flood - vulnerable areas to re-
serve them for uses that are not
subject to severe flood damage.
With technical help from TVA,
mere than 60 communities have
adopted flood plain regulations
and others are considering simi-
lar action. Floodproofing exis-
ting buildings and flood forecast-
also are part of this basic
approach.
"We can estimate the damages
prevented by controlling flood-
waters, but it is impossible to
calculate the savings that have
resulted and will result where
the builders of homes and bus-
inesses and industries have been
encouraged to avoid hazardous
areas," Weathers said.
"We do know that even if funds
were available to build all econ-
omically feasible protective wor-
ks in Tennessee Valley commun-
ities, there would still be many
more communities with flood
problems where protective wor-
ks cannot be justified now. In the
Wog run, local action to avoid
flood danger must be a big part
of the answer to these problems."
In some instances, TVA can
build small-scale local protec-
tive works as part of the cooper-
ative local-state-TVA effort to
reduce flood damages. In the
recent year-end floods, channel
improvements by TVA in the
last three years averted damag-
es estimated at about $115,000
Sevierville, Tenn.; $100,000
al Oliver Springs, Tenn.; and
5,000•at roeburn, Va.
The detailed information gath-
ered by TVA through the years
. • 5.41W44191,;09.01W
ohs throughout the Tennessee
Valley is used by its engineers
to give the local community a
picture of past and possible fut-
ure floods. The community uses
this as a study base from which
to begin solving Its flood prob-
lems.
Other agencies and individual
developers also can call on
TVA's information and experien-
ce in determining whether pot-
ential sites for various clevea
lopments will be safe from flood-
In a typical recent month, Wea-
thers said, TVA engineers h
present a flood reflief plan to
Tennessee community. Tbeypar
debated in a public bearing
proposed flood plan soning In
another Tennessee tome and saw
two others adopt new and amend-
ed regulations. Assistance was
provided to local, regional, and
state officials in planning tar
flood damage prevention In 9
communities in Kentucky, North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virgin-
ia.
TVA provided flood hazard in-
formation that was requested for
proposed sites for a recreation
park, mobile home park, and in-
dustries in North Carolina; 2
subdivisions, a water system,
and an industrial park in Ala.
tama; a housing development, a
metropolitan expressway, a pd.
vate bridge, and industrial areas
In Tennessee; and industries in
Georgia and Virginia.
As proposed to Congress by
TVA in 1959, be sites for all
public and private buildings
other developments involving the
use of Federal funds now must
be reviewed tar potential flood
hazards. This procedure Is ex-
pected to provide major long.
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gesture took only a second.
Jimmy Ellis made it so
quickly in his dressing room
after the fight that it was easy
to miss.
Angelo Dundee, his manager,
was busy talking but he didn't
miss the gesture because he's
much sharper and much more
managers.
He telt Jimmy Ellis tap him
on the right elbow. Ellis Was
saying thank you, Angelo
Dundee, for what you did out
there tonight and thank you for
making it possible for me to
fight another day.
Ellis' failure to answer the
bell for the fifth round against
the murderous, train-scram-
bling punches of Smokin' Joe
Frazier at Madison Square
Garden Monday night wasn't
nis idea at all, It was entirely
Dundee's.
Ellis Wouldn't Surrender
Benumbled and befogged as
be was, Ellis wanted to keep
placing his head in front of that
Frazier buzz-saw, but Dundee
wouldn't permit it
"Why"' Dundee asked, re-
peating a question put to him.
"Because be wasn't doing his
thing, that's why. The other
guy was cooldn' on him and It
was too much one way. Look at
Jimmy now I have a fighter,
not a cripple. That's the way I
"I tested him with 20 ques-
tions," Dundee said. "I was
banging him on the knees, throw-
ing cold water, rubbing the back
of his head, everything. I asked
him 'Why aren't you boxing: "He
didn't give me an answer I liked.
So I just said, 'Forget ' "
Whay did he say?
"He said 'No, no, no, no,' I
said, 'Not no, yeti, yeti, yell, yell."
Loser Won $250,000
• And so the fight was termin-
ated' and despite Jimmy Ellis'
protestations, he should be glad
it was. If ever a fighter graphi-
cally peesoatfled that movie now
showing "Take the Money and
Run " — Ellis did between the
fourth and fifth rounds Monday al-
though, of course, the $250,000
or so he'll probably end up with
for the licking he took was the
last thing on his mind at that
e.
Ellis, clubbed to the floor twice
by the bone-jarring Frazier, co-
uld only remember being knocked
down once when it was all over.
Moreover, he walked into the
arrow dressing room - Frazi-
er's instead of his own-following
the post-tight interview.
"I still remember everythi-
ng," the loser insisted when he
got back to his own room. But
then he showed he really didn't
by saying, "I didn't know I was
down twice, I thought once."
Ellis, unmarked except for a
tiny mouse under his left frva
sighed softly as his trainer, Luis
ria, applied alcohol to his
face.
"After all the talk, the guy is
pretty good fighter," he said
I Frazier. "I ain't going to put
him down."
Neither did Angelo Dundee in
front of all the newsmen when he
said, "this Joe Frazier would
have Ucked anyone in front of
him."
Later, though . Dundee said
his old fighter, Cassius Clay,
"would've slapped him all over
the joint but what am I gonna
do? Cop out by saying that in
front of everyone right after
he beat Jimmy Ellis?"
As Sarria worked on him, Ell-
is talked about the fight andabout
the way Dundee had ended it.
"He says it's a good move.
He's my manager and he looks
out for me. I'm not going to
criticize him. He took me to the
championship. SO if you ask me
whether I think he should have
stopped it. I say I WO he made
the right move for nee."
Sarris was just about finished.
Jimmy Ellis put on his bathrobe
again and walked out of the show-
er enclosure into the main part of
his dressing room.
It was at that point he touched
Dundee on the elbow and said






(UPI)-Doc Miller, the fourth
member of Noire Dame's
fabled Four Horsemen, and
Dixie Howell, Dc o Hutsoo's
dazzling passing partner at
Alabama, were among eight
players named today to the
National Football Foundation's
Hall of Fame for athletic and
professional achievement.
Miller joins the other three
members of the Notre Dame
backfield- sleepy Jim Crowley,
Elmer Leyden and the late
Harry Stuhldreher- in the Hall
of Fame,
Other players elected to the
Hall of Fame were Myles Lane,
Dartmouth's standout back of
the mid-twenties; Tom Davies,
a Pittsburgh back who rated a
spot on Pop Warner's All-Time
team; Iowa State guard Ed
Bock; Mortimer "Bud"
Sprague, a tackle for Texas and
Army; tackle Ernie Smith of
Southern California and Frank
Wickhorst, a Navy tackle..
The eight will be inducted
into the Hall of Fame along
with Frank Leahy, former
Boston College and Notre Dame
coach, at the National Football
Foundation's 13th annual
awards dinner in New York on
Dec. 8.
KIDD IN PRO DEBUT
GENEVA (UPI) - Bill Kidd of
Stove, Vt., long a mainstay of
United States national ski
team, is expected to make his
professional debut in a $30,000
meet at Verbier, Switzerland,
Feb. 22-24, Kidd turned pro Moo-
day, one day after he won the
combined alpine world champion-
ship at Val Gardena, Italy.
EXPOS IN TRAINING
WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
(UPI) - Pitchers and catchers
of the Montreal Expos were due
to report for spring training
today. The rest of the squad is
sdieduled to arrive next week.
Only five players remain un-
signed for the Expos, who came
to terms Monday with catcher
John Bateman and first taseman
Ty Cline.
WYLIE SERVICES
GAP MILLS, W.Va. (UPI)-
Dr. Ward Wylie, a former
president of the National
Boxing Association, will be
buried here on Thursday.







Sometimes a four-letter word
Isn't all that tad.
Take Iowa for example, or
Ice, and you can even throw
NCAA although it isn't really
word.
The Hawkeyes of Iowa
stretched their Big 10 lead to
two games Tuesday night by
edging Illinois. 83-81, at Chain-
alga, and Rice took a two-
game advantage in the South-
west Conference with an 85-78
triumph over Aricansns at
Houston.
The champions of both,.
conferences gain automatic
entry into the NCAA competi-
tion and Iowa and Rice seem
sure bets with only five and
four league games remaining
respectively.
Brown Top's List
Five of the six players who
saw action for ninth-ranked
Iowa scored in double figures
with Fred Brown topping the
List with 22 points. Game honors
weed to Rick Howat of Illinois
with 32 points.
The Hawkeyes fell behind 21-
12 but moved ahead for good at
65-63 with 7:25 remaining. Iowa
is unbeaten in Big 10 play with
a 9-0 record, two games better
than defet.dlng champion
Purdue, which is second.
Tom Myer scored 36 points
and Gary Reist added 22 for
Rice which now stands 8-2 in
the Southwest Conference. A
three-way tie for second place
exists among Texas Tech and
Texas Christian, both of whom
lost, and Texas A&M.
Texas ALM converted 20
consecutive free throw opportu-
nities to beat Texas Tech, 82-74,
and end the Red Raiders' five-
game winning sta'eak. Mike
Heitmann of the Aggies led all
scorers with 24 points, one
more than Greg Lowery had for
Tech.
Hopes All But Blighted
Texas Christian had its
playoff hopes all but blighted as
it dropped its third game in a
row, this one by a 93-84 count
to Texas. The Longhorns hit on
55.8 per cent of their field goal
attempts as they raced away to
a 19-point lead in the first half.
Wayne Doyal scored 26 points
for Texas.
Sam Williams, who entered
the game in the final minute of
regulation time and promptly
threw the ball away, scored
nine points in overtime to help
St. Louis University gain an 84-
78 victory over Southern
Illinois. Joe Wiley, whose 10-
foot jump shot gave the
Billikens a 6.5-all tie in
regulation, led all scorers with
35 points, his career high.
Dave Robisch, the leading
scorer in the, Big Eight
Conference, had 32 points to
pace Kaias to a 100-87
triumph over Nebraska; Cincin-
nati beat cross-town rival
Xavier, 85-72, behind the 24
points of Don Ogletree; Boston
College upset Georgetown, 79-
69; Michigan defeated Toledo,
78-60, with Rudy Tomjanovich
scoring 17 points; and the
University of Miami outscored
visiting, La Salle, 103-96.
ROONEY MOVES
KINGSTON, R.I. (UPI)- Tim
Rooney, an assistant coach at
Villanova, has been signed to
the coaching staff for the
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Foreman is still a green kid in
the boxing profession, but
within the next year he is likely
to become the next legitimate
contender for the heavyweight
title.
That became very evident
Monday night after Foreman, a
21-year-old with - only- -10-
professional fight behind him,
decisioned veteran Gregorio
Peralta of Argentina in 10-
rounds before the Joe Frazier-
Jimmy Ellis heavyweight title
fight at Madison Square Gar-
den.
Foreman, the heavyweight
champion in the 1968 Olympic
Games at Mexico City, was far
from spectacular against the
Argentinian, but he shored
plenty of raw talent and the
ability to take a punch. By 1971,
the 6-foot-3, 213-pounder may be
mature enough to warrant a
shot at the title.
Foreman was continually the
aggressor, but when Peralta did
manage to slip past the
youngster's guard George was
unable to handle him inside.
Foreman stunned Peralta in
two of the later rounds and had
him on the hook but was enablE
to put him away- a tribute tc
P er aLta 's experience,
One judge scored the bout 5-4-
1 for Foreman, another tad it
7-3 for Foreman and referree
Mark Conn scored it 9-1 for
Foreman.
Dick Sadler, Foreman's man-
ager, has no timetable for his
young boxer. He plans to brine
.the boy along slowly, yet he
believes Foreman has the
talent to make it all the was.
"It's hard for Me to say when
he'll be ready for a shot at the
title," Sadler said, "I couldn't
put a time on it, He's only a
little puppy, a babe in the
woods, I'm trying to couple a
little ability with his natural
power and strength. I'm
pleased with his progress up to
this time. Tonight was his first
opportunity to be in the ring
with a journeyman."
BOUT TELEVISED
NEW YORK (UPI)-. The
heavyweight title Viet between
Jimmy Ellis add Poe Frazier





NEW YORK (UPI) -S.F.
ustm College continues to
monstrate its superiority.
The Lumberjacks took on
°ward Payne, ranked No. 4
week, for the second time
Is season and the results
roved to be the same, S.F.
ustin came away with a 104-
00 victory to boost its record
22-0 and help the Lumber-
jacks retain their No. 1 ranking
nog small college basketball
earns,
S.F. Austin was named first
32 of the 33 ballots cast by
the 35-member United Press
International Board of Coaches,
Two coaches did not participate
In the halinting, which involved
games played through Feb. 14.
Howard Payne, now 22-3,
retained its No, 4 ranking with
the Lumberjacks as the top five
s held their placings from
last week. Ashland, which
received the lone first-place
vote now cast for S. F. Austin,
was second and Cheyney State
204) held third. Puget Sound
retained its No, 5 ranking and
Youngstown held on to sixth.
Central Washington, St. Ma-
ry's (Tex.), Eastern New
Mexico and fast-rising Mary-
land State completed the top 10.
Maryland State is unbeaten in
20 games this season.
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation each week select the
top 10 tlfio th nation -
points awarded co a 10-9-8-7-6-5-




By United Cress International
Cazzie Russell may be just a
little tired of his title as the
best sixth man in basketball.
Russell, taking advantage of
an injury to Bill Bradley, put in
anottkar strong recommendation
for a promotion to the starting
five when he scored 18 points
Tuesday night as the New York
Knickerbockers beat the Los
Angeles Lakers, 114-93.
, The Kaiaks, who reduced
their magic number to 11 for
the Eastern Division title of the
National Basketball Associa-
tion, put the game away With a.
23-9 surge in the third period
and Russell hit on all five of his
field goal attempts during the
quarter.
In the only other game
played, Gail Goodrich scored 44
points and Connie Hawkins
added 32 as the Phoenix Suns
defeated the Seattle 3enics, 129-
118.
For the first time in five
meetings this season, New York
held Jerry West to under 30
points, West hafte only 17, one




By United Press International
Indiana 89 Wisconsin 77
SMU '70 Baylor 66
Texas A&M 82 Tex. Tech 74
Ga, Tech 101 Georgia St. 62
St. Louis 82 Sou. Ill. 78, ot
Oral Rbts 112 Pan Am. 107,
Army 77 Setou Hall 69, ot
Calif. (Pa.) 96 Geneva 83
Texas 93 TCU 84
No. al. 90 Bvelng Green 84
Rice 85 Arkansas 78
Geo, Wash, 87 Vir. 84, ot
Providence 73 Canislu, 70._
Kansas 100 Nebraska 87
Iowa 83 Illinois 81
Citadel 68 VMI 61
Mass, 83 R Ill 74
Wilkes 67 Scranton 65
Michigan 78 Toledo 60
Cincinnati 85 Xavier (0) 72
Ros Coll '79 Geotam (DC) 69
Miami 103 LaSalle 96
Fresno St. 80 SA St. 68
In ABA Tightens Up McCiain's Lawyers Label SI
West Division Race
---- Article False, IrresponsibleBy United Press International
The race for first place in the
Western Division of the Ameri-
can Basketball Association is a
little tighter today thanks to the
Dallas Chaparrals and Washing-
ton Caps.
. Glen Combs provided three
antch free throws in the final
20 seconds and Cincy Powell
scored 33 points Tuesday night
to give Dallas a 122-119 victory
over the division-leading New
Orleans Buccaneers,
The Caps placed six men in
double figures - including
George Carter with 26 points
and Rick Barry with 24-for a
134-118 triumph over the Miami
Floridians
That left only 11/2 games
separating the top four teams
in the Western Division. The
Sues now lead Denver by only
two percentage points. Dallas is
third, a half game behind,
by Washington, which
is lie back.
In the only other ABA game
Tuesday night, the New York
Net moved into third place in
the East with a 108-103 victory
over the Carolina Cougars, Bill
Melchinnnt's tree throw with 24
seconds remaining put the Nets
ahead, 104-103, and New York
then took advantage of desperae




NEW YORK (UPI)--A Sports
Illustrated magazine article
claiming that Denny McLain
was a partner in a bookmaking
operation in a Flint, Mich.,
restaurant was called "both
utterly false and completely
irresponsible" today by an
attorney representing the steak-
house.
"I believe that Sports Illus-
trated has made these absurd
and outrageous allegations in
reckless disregard of the
facts," said attorney Paul
Godola. "We will request the
magazine to publish an imme-
diate refraction of these re-
marks."
Sports Illustrated said in an
Issue due on the stands
Thursday that the Detroit
Tigers' 31-game winner of 1968
contributed money to support
bookmaking operation in 1967
that accepted bets in several
sports. The magazine
"members of a Syrian rim
with Cosa Nostra connec
sponsored the operation."
McLain could not be reach
for comment and bus
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
Tigers' General Manag
James Campbell declined on
meat.
An employe of the Cleveland
firm of Sports Management,
Inc., whose president, William
Carpenter, is McLain's agent,
told UPI "We just can't say
anything at this dine. We just
have to sit tight."
The magazine story said
McLain went in with a soft
drink executive who had taken
an interest in his career in
putting up the money. The
article said the two were
persuaded to back another man
who was the alleged operator of
the book.
According to the magazine,
McLain and the executive were
considered "fish" and were not
told when the book won but
were billed when it lose Heavy
pressure was put on the two to
make good a $46,600 loss
suffered when a Battle Creek,
Mich., man scored heavily on a
horse race, the magazine said.
Kuhn said Friday that "when
the pertinent facts and
circumstances have been deter-
mined and evaluated, I will
have a further statement to
make" and added that he had
received no indication McLain's
activities involved in any way
the playing or outcome of
baseball games.
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
tolled Press InterneHneel top
20 small college basketball
teams with first place votes




2. Ashland (1) (204 266
3, Cheyney St,(20-1
1. S. F. Austin (31 (eana)
248
4. Howard Payne (22-3) 158
5, Puget Sound (19-3) 152
6. Youngstown (19-2) 115
7, Central Wash. (21-1) 112
8. St. Mary's (Tex.) (17-3) 6'7
9. East New Mex. 15-5) 60
10. Maryland St. (20-0)
11. Oral Roberts (22-3) 38
12. Kentucky St. (18-2) 22
13. (Tie) Am. Intl (16-4) 21
(Tie) Assumption 21
15. Ky..Weeleyan (15-1) , 19
16 (Tie Ginnon (15-0 15
(Tie No. Ariz. (16-1 15
(Tie Phil. Tex. (1 15
19. S.W. Lousisiana (144 13
1020. Central Mo. (14-5)
Others receiving five ()remora
points: DePauw, Alcorn A&M,
Rocidmrst, Central State, Line.
field, Georgia Southern, South-
west Missouri, Jackson State,
Springfield. (Only 33 of the 35
coaches voted this week).
NEW TEAM NAMED -
BUFFALO N. Y. (UP The
new Buffalo team in the
National Hockey League will be
called the Sabres. The name
was selected in a coldest from
1.300 entries, which included
1.040 different names.
CINCINNATI (UN) - Oscar
Hobertson, out of the Royals'
lineup since Jan. 30 with a sore
rola muscle, may be ready to!
united duty on Saturday when
e Royals host the Chicago Bul-
ls. Dr, Ed Zenni, the team phy-
sician, examined Robertson at a
sfaetory preeress.
BACK IN LINEUP
DETROIT (UPI}- Al Karim-
der, a23eyear-old rookie center,
will be back in the Detroit Red
Wings' lineup Wednesday night
after being out for four days
with a leg injury.
NO matter
Avlun you lire
No mottor whore you Pro ...
... there's a Channel Master color-engineered
antenna that's designed to protect your TV set
Investment with the best possible picture on
VHF (2 to 13) or UHF (14- 83) channels.
Contact your Channel Master dealer..,




OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
TWO FARMS TWO FARMS
...
,Selling on the farm, known as the Henry Copeland
Farm, located 8 miles northeast of Dresden, Tenn. —
2 miles southwest of Palmersvillejenn. — Approx. 'h
mile west of Highway 89. 10TH FARMS SRI AT THIS ONE 1.0CATIZN
Saturday, February 21, 1970
TRACT NO. 1 — Known as the Henry
Copeland farm, containing 90 acres
(more or less) has good 7 room hoes*
with all necessary out buildings, nice
shade trees. barn. The form is perfi-
dy fenced with approx. 70 acres
cleared, located on good gravel
highway.
TRACT NO. 2— Known as file Galli.
Perry farm, coutaining 196 acres
(mom or less) with 1110 acres under
fence. Has approx. 40 acres sown in
Ky. Fescue and Lespirdeza awl has 2
fine stock ponds with springs--plemty
of wafer year around for livestock.
Her. is a real livestock farm.
Soo
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to corns down
My Mesa. valeibe Sveefeel plea ore balk weedeb W be • dee
erre se purawee er bat of Mae fame Tay ane boured only •
tart defense awe and ea be speared hat me breeMe• et • mbilmen
M apnea
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT TIME, WEATHER AND
OPPORTUNITY WAITS ON NO MAN.
Toe end yea Meade my tranlay bribed re ewer ad Web over bah fame ay be. bolero
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TERMS — 10% Cask. Day of Sale—. Baleace in 60 days or upon transfer of deed.
Immediate possession win be given to both farms.
HERE ON FEBRUARY 21ST COULD BE THE OPPORTUNITY OF YOUR UFE TIME.
W. H. BURSE, OWNER
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Dr. Charles Hanna was the
special guest at the meeting of
the Waiting Wives Club held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Berman Kelly Ellis on Friday,
February 13, at seven o'clock
in the evening.
The guest discussed depress-
ions and a question and sneerer
period followed. Dr. Homes is
with the psychology depart-
ment, Murray State University.
Mrs- Ann Kelly Dodson was
hostess for the meeting held at
the home of her parents. The
door prise of a Valentine box of
aindy was donated by Scott
Drug Compeny.
Pleas were made for the pot-
luck supper to be held at the
WOW Hall, Third and Maple
Streets, on Thursday, Febru-
ary 26, at sevee p.m. All raill-
ery wives whose husbands are
away are invited to attend. For
further information call 753-
3147 ro• 753-7320- •
Nail Care
Helps Hands
If breaking nails, due to
office work or household
chores, make you hide your
hands, try this:
Keep hands moisturized with
dry skin or extra-dry skin
cream; keep nails filed;
keep nail polish on them at
all times — especially enamels
with a protein base that pre-
vent chipping, splitting and
breaking.
Your nails will look great
and will stay that way.
Cordless
NEW YORK (UPI): A
corduroy without a cord?
Jane Speece, University of
Nebraska Extension tex-
tiles, clothing and design
specialist, says the cordless
corduroy—the no-rib type
--has a sheared, napped
surface that combines the
good looks of velveteen
with the sturdy practicality
of velour.
Over-protective mom
more harm than good
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I applaud your comments to the mother
who snooped in her daughter's diary to find out if she was a
"good" girl.
Two years ago I discovered that my mother had been
reading my diary and listening in on my phone calls. I was
tersibly shacked and hurMy faith and trust in my rinither
weileishatMelp&lestKeret amesat toe bat diasizastaid.
-I am now 18, and more mature than I was then, but a
trace of bitterness still remains.
If that mother is really concerned about her daughter's
emotional state, she should realize that a meddling.
over-protective parent can cause more harm than good. And
if she continues to violate her daughter's privacy, she is
running the risk of destroying what otherwise might be a
good relationship with her daughter. Privacy is a precious
thing to a teen-ager YOUNGER BUT WISER
DEAR YOUNGER: Well said. yenag lady. Well said.
DEAR ABBY: My dog, Lowell, is very sick and the vet
says he will die shortly. I would like to have a funeral for
him as I have had him for 11 years and he is like a member
of the family.
I have asked friends of mine who have known Loren
since he was a pup if they would attend the funeral which
would be held at my house They all laughed at me, and
when I finally convinced them that I was serious, they said I
was crazy. What do you UM*? MISSES HIM ALREADY
DEAR MISSES: I can essay anderstaad year feelings. 1
do think, however, that 21yiç y.lileads are Insensitive and
unnecessarily unkind. Ob they have sever truly loved
a pet. (Their loss. I
DEAR ABBY: This is regarding "Troubled" and "Sierra
Bonita," each of whom expressed concern one way or the
other about the height of the men of their dreams, the
former being unhappy because he's too short, and the latter
considering slight height some sort of virtue.
The height of a man, without a doubt, is one of the most
ridiculous criteria for happiness foisted upon women,
apparently mesmerized by Madison Avenue and romance
claptrap which propagandize what the "ideal" couple should
look like—men taller, of course.
No less silly is the preference for a man because he is
short! I'm happy that "Sierra Bonita" is* happy with her
little cutie, but contrary to her implication, a man's being
short does not automatically result in his having a good sense
of humor, empathy, Or consideration for others. There are
short men who are pushy and boring, as if their
super-inflated egos make up for their lack of .physical
stature
What. in the world do physical features Rall, short,
handsome, plain, etc .I have to do with what's inside the guy?
It's the inside with which one has to relate in some
meaningful way for a lasting relationship. Tall or short,
there's gotta be something going for the "odd couple" other
than physical attributes (in either partner] or the delirious
duo is doomed to fizzle. (After all, one has to quit the mush
and get out of bed eventually!'
I happen to be 5 ft. 10 in. tall, and my sweetie pie is a
mere 5 ft 5 in. tall, and the greatest guy in the world. (He
makes the Robert Goulet-type look like a midget in my
eyes'
The thing about us is that neither of us gives a fig
because we don't fit the "image"—we're too interested in
each other, and learning about ourselves and each other, to
care what the rest of you out there think of how we look
together Maybe "Troubled" could do the same and be
happier. THE TALL AND THE SHORT OF IT'
What's your problem'? You'll feel better U yea get it off
year chest. Write to AIRY. BIM 0106. Los Angeles. Col.
WOW Fee a persosal reply enclose stamped, addressed
cowrie:1w
Hato to write lettere deed St. Abby. Box OrTOO. Los
%steles. Calalleefle. ler /Were 1MMklet. "How i• 411.1w Let-
ters for AU Geeneisee."
Sc;etai Sew,
Wednesday, February IS
The J. N. Williams chapter os
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a lunch
eon at twelve noon at the bozos
of Mrs. Hunt Smock.
• • •
The mothers of St. Leo's Co-
operative Preschool will meet
In Room Three of the Student
Union Building of Murray State
University at 730 p.m.
"•
The Christian Men's Fellow-
ship and Christian Women's Fel-
lowship of the First Christian
Church will have a Chinese
dinner at the cht— h at 6.30
p.m. Mrs. H. W. Eet Sin Yang,
Chang, native of Thiwan (Fors
moos), will speak of her home-
land.
• • •
The Nature's Palitte Garden
Club will meet at the Commun-
ity Center, Ellis Drive, at 1•30
pm with Mrs. Cletus Rabinson
as hostess. Slides on flower ar-
rangements and birds will be
shown.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will have its sales-
ion study palm= at the
church with Mrs. W. A. Farmer
as the leader at seven p.m.
• • •
The Paducah area alumni o
the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
will meet in the sorority room
of the Pan Hellenic building at
Murray State University at 713
p.m.
• • •
The Greet Decisions Grow of
the Murray AAUW will meat
at the home of Mrs. Jules R.
Weatherly, 701 Poplar Street,
at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The general me.Aing of the
Woman's Missionary Society cf
the Memorial Baptist Church




The MSU Women's bridge
will meet at the Student Union
cafeteria at 7:30 p.m. If you
have not been contacted call
Betty Wilder 753-7480 or Car-
olyn Lane 753-8664.
• • •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two
p.m Hareems will be Mes-
dames K. T. Crawford, Will
Rose, Dwight Crisp, Winnie
Fluegge, Max Hurt, and IL T.
Waldr:sp.
• • •
The Business and Profession-
al Women's Club will have a
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m. The
World Affairs committee, Betty
Vinson, chairman, Lemma War-
ren, and Myrtle Farmer, will be
in charge of the program.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No, 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
• • •
Arts & Crafts Club
Meets At Home Of
M. Thomas
Mrs A. M. Thomas was hos-
tess to the February meeting
of the Arts and Crofts Club at
her home on She-Wa Court.
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale, vice-
president presided at the meet-
ing. Mrs. Carl Harrison, secre-
tary-treasurer, was unable to
be present and Mrs. Edgar Mor-
ris served as secretary-treasur-
er pro tem. She called the roll
mid made the treasurer's re
A lovely tribute to the me-
mory of Mrs. )tie Beale, Mrs.
Jennie Stubblefield, Mrs. Else
Willis, Miss Emily Wear, Mrs.
Ada Farmer and Mrs. Beatrice
Hopkins, deceased members,
was read by the secretary.
Durieg the business session
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale was elect-
ed to the office of chairman for
the remainder of the club year
to fill the vacancy created by
the death of Mrs. Davy Hopk-
ins. Mrs. Mayne Randolph was
elected to fill the office of vice-
chairman for the remainder of
the club year.
Hand craft articles were dis-
played by the members. Re-
froalunenU in the Valentine mo-
tif were served by the hostess
to the 15-members present dur-
ing the serial hour.
Announcement was made that
the March meeting will be held
at the-home of Mrs. Neva -Wat-
rs.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. White,
1300 Johnson Boulevard, are
th s parents of • baby girl, Re-
becca Lynn, weighing eight
pounds six ounces, born on
Thursday, February 12, at 1203
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have two boys, John
W., Jr., age three, and Richard
Alan, age one. The father is an
instructor in the mathematics
department of Murray State
University.
Gra.sdparants are Mr. and
Mrs. Jason White of Laiureldale,
Pa., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
Collins, Jr., of Orlando, Fla.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Sally Canady of Claxton, Go,
and Mrs. Fred A. Collins of
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.
• • •
Mr: and Mrs. Wilson W
Woolley, 1017 Story Avenue,
Murray, announce the birth of
a baby girl, Mary Anne, weigh-
ing six pounds 1344 ounces,
born on Friday, February 13,
at 10:28 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is director of
photography at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mn. Wilson Woolley of Colora-
do Springs, Colo., and Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Fly of Fulton. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.





Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Vaughn of
213 East 19th Street, Benton,
announce the engagement of
their only daughter, Richey
Kay, to Gary Lee Atkins, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William (Ted)
Atkins of Hardin.
Miss Vaughn is now attend-
ing Ezell's School of Cosmetol-
ogy in Murray.
Mr. Atkins is a 1967 graduate
of South Marshall High School
and is presently employed at
the Murray Division of the Tap-
pany Company.






The allMeraY High School
chapter of the Future Home-
makers of tAmerica held its re-
gular meeting at the high
school auditorium on Thursday,
February 12, at six-thirty o'-
clock in the evening.
Miss Frances Brown of the
home economics department,
Murray State University, show-
slides and spoke on her tra-
vels in Europe. She, along with
seventeen .other home econo-
mics teachers, toured Europe
last summer and were special
guests in various homes of Eu-
pean persons.
Her talk carried out one of
the national FHA projects,
"Learning About People In
Other Lands".
Miss Debbie Jones, last Year's
FHA president and state scho-
larship winner of $300.00, gave
an it4eresting and informative
talk oh the requirements involv-
ed in getting a scholarship. She
was introduced by Miss Nancy
Mathis, chairman of the scho-
larship project, who anaounced
Friday, February 13, was
scholarship day in Kentucky.
In the state this year twenty
$300 scholarships will be given
Others from Murray High
FHA winning scholarships have
been Trudy Lilly, Mary Russell
Shaw, and Jan Cooper.
Miss Susan Hale, president,
presided and Miss Paula Lyons
gave the devotion. The secre-
tary, Miss Gail Russell, and
treasurer, Miss Patricia Evans,
gave their reports.
The first vice-president and
chairman of the national pro-
ject, "Our World A Growing
Heritage", Miss Suzanne Hale,
explained the project.
Seventy persons were present
including the advisors, Mrs. Sal-
ly Crass and Mrs. G. T. Lilly,
and the student teacher, Miss
Pain Clifford.
e.
Miss Barbara Lynne Brown
Mr and Mrs. James Brown, of 318 Woodlawn Avenue, an-nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daugh-ter, Barbara Lynne, to Dennis Ray Goodwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.Gilbert Goodwin, fit Route Three, Princeton.
Miss Brown is a graduate of Murray High School, and Ispresently a senior at Murray State Universtty. 'She is majoringin elementary education and history, and will receive her B.S.
Degree in June. Miss Brown is a member of Alpha Chi and Al-pha Lambda Delta, honorer,' scholastic fraternities, Panhellenic
Council and Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority. She has been a
majorette with the Marching Bend the past four years.
Mr. Goodwin is a graduate ei Caldwell County High School,
and is also a senior at Murray State University. He is majoring
In" music education with a minor in military science, and will
receive his B.M.E. Degree in June. Upon graduation, Mr. Good-
win will be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United
States Army. Mr. Goodwin is a member of Phi Mu Alpha, pro-
leasional music fraternity, Scabbard and Blade, honorary raill-
ery fraternity, Brass Choir, and was a member of the 1970
Campus Lights' Band.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 20, at
the First Baptist Church, Murray. Only out of town invitations
are being sent and all friends and relatives are cordially invited
80 attend.
!41s. Curtice Cook Enzyme- laundry products areRichey Kay Vavebn
ostess For Meet 'particularly effective against-.
Islew Concord Club
Curtice Cook was • bas-
tes: for the 4elelrof the New
Concord Homemakers Club held
on Wedriesday, February 11, at
her home.
"Confidential Information For
Women Only" was the subject
of the February lesson present-
ed by Mrs. Richard James.
Due to the bad weather the
club did not' meet in January
and that lesson on "Window
Shades" was given by Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield.
The landscape notes were,
given by Mrs. Ruth Weeks.
Mrs. W. T. Kingins gave the
devotion using a special thought
by Abraham Lincoln, "Most
folks are about as happy as
they make up their minds to
be". Mrs. Stubblefield, presi-
dent, presided.
Rafrenunents were served' by
the hostess to the fifteen mem-
bers and two visitors, Mrs. Bar-
letta Wrather and Mrs. Noel
Smith, the latter returning as
a new member.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, March 11, at




Meets In Home Of
Mrs. S. C. Colsbn .
The home of Mrs. S. C. Col-
an on Ryan Avenue was the
scene of the meeting of the
South Murray Homemakers
Club held on Thursday, Febne
ar2, 12, at ten-thirty o'clock an
the morning.
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer pre-
sented the major project less-
on tin "Self Defense For We,
men".
Another lesson on "Making
Pillows" was given by Mrs. A.
L. Rhodes.
mrs, William Britton gave the
dCiotion. Each member answer.
ed the roll call with her most
memorable Valentine gift.
Luncheon was served at the
noon hour with the decorations
in thr Valentine motif.
Thirteen members, one vis
'tor Mrs. Howard Bury, and




Ion icy-cold pear halves
stemmed glasses Drir-
r, with an orange liqueur.
(I sprinkle with crushed
r_arorin crumbs It de."
crown the dessert
qi a dollop of whipped
-Latent stUllilLt.eceir-erefej
some stains, not so against
others. Enzymes work best on
labia made to' iy soils;
blood, eggs, milk, baby formula,
baby foods, gravy, chocolate,
:rant- vegetables and fruits and
mans other food stains.
Mrs. Armstrong At
Mayfield Area Meet
"Chinn Sawa." was the
main topic of discussion at the
meeting of the Area Clothing
and. Textile Leaders of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Homeroakers groups
meeting with Mrs. Catherine C.
Thompson, Area Extension Ag.
ent Specializing in Clothing &
Textiles, and Mrs. Dean Roper,
County Extension Agent, in the
home of Mrs. Roper, Mayfield,
February 6.
Mrs. Ira Brasher, Gilberts-
vile, presided at the meeting,
and' two charm schools were
planned far the area. One,
March 13th, in Paducah was
designed especially for adult
women, and one March 14th, in
Mayfield was designed for the
teenage girls and their mothers
The plans for these will be an-
nounced later. Thew charm
schools will be open for anyone
interested in attending.
Those leaders assisting with
the planning were Mrs. Ira Bra-
sher, McCracken County, Mrs.
Bill Fanwick, Fulton County
Mrs. James McCullian,
County, Mrs. B. R. Samuel
Hickman County, Mrs. Dale Mil
ler, Benton, Kentucky, Mrs
Victor Smith, Graves County
Mrs. Hilda Lovett and Mrs. Ju-
dy Lovett, Marshall County
Mrs. Hershel Jennings, Carlisle




Cheese Purses have a
hidden surprise for hungry
food sleuths. Prepare a bas-
ic biscuit dough: roll out
one-e:.,,, inch thick. Cut
out a ..ut 24 two-inch
,rounds. Place ( ne one-half
inch cube of Cheddar
cheese on - each biscuit -
round. Fold biscuit by e r
cheese and seal edges well.
Line up folded biscuits
close together on un-
greased baking sheet and
bake in preheated 450
degree F. oven 10 to 12
minutes, or until golden.
Lunches for Needy
The National School
Lunch Program is directing
3,600,000 needy school chil-
dren with free or reduced.
price dunchet at school this
_. rear. Last school .year the
program served free or re-
duced-price. lunches to 3.
• • ne d .0 st
20 million chil r n served
under the National School
Lunch Program. The , aim,,




A miscellaneous shower was
given for Mies Barbara Hole
apple, bride-elect of Tony Tay-
lor, on Saturday, February 14,
at ten o'clock in the morning
in Room 402, Elizabeth Hall,
Murray State University.
"The hostesses for the occas-
ion were Aleshia Smith, Gale
Garrett, and Judy Kelso.
The honoree chose to wear-
a pink pants set with a white
blouse and black accessories.
She was presented a pink and
red corsage which carried out
the colors of the decennial
motif.
As each guest arrived she
was presented a valentine that
was pinned to their shoulder.
At the close of the party the
lucky valentine holder was giv-
en the door prize, a heart of
candy.
The covers for the gift and
refreshment tables were pink
and red. Various sizes of valen-
tines were placed at vantage
points in the room.
Refreshments consisted of a
heart-shaped cake with the
words, "Barbara and Tony", in
icing on the top and Cokes.
Those present or sending
gifts were Miss Charlotte Bell,
Miss Debbie Hicks, Mrs. Char-
lotte Jeffrey Adams, Mrs. Ai-
leen Palmer Leslie, Mrs. Jean






Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Cole of
Murray announce the approach-
ing marriage of their daughter,
Patricia, to John Lee Knight,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Knight of Almo.
The bride-elect is a 1967 gra-
duate of Calloway County High
School and has been employed
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Knight is a 1968 graduate
of Calloway County High School
and is now employed at the
Joe Todd Motor Sales.
The wedding will be solemniz-
ed on Friday, February 20, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the ev-
ening at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
with Rev. Elbert Johns offic-
iating at the double ring cere-
ny.
All relatives and friends are
,vi4.d 61..441111od orooddlog.
8.6 million needy children
with free or reduced-price
lunches.
▪ '
e• ••••t ••TIn ••••• 1.••
Some cars just can't be mass produced.
Have you ever token o tour through an
automobile factory?
It's mass production in action
Slam, bong, crash-- and then pool, in -
Orr car
11:0 if you want 0 cot-with dotars that
rally fit, with body panels thot don't
't ripple, and with point that's buffed to an
redily silkyismooth fnah, yoy cant
cgiunt on machines
Which is why Maserati doesn't mass
produce the $15,300* Moserati Mexico
(read, Ferrari doesn't moss produce the
$it9,700* Ferrari e1B4 ond we
don't mciss produce theSZAWIAVolks-
wagen Korinonn Chia (right).
When we build the Kormonn Ghia, in-
stead of lust big machines that slam and
crash and bang and don't care, we olso
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WE 1011 BUT NEVER CLOSE. BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER













Save YOUr Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.





ENGLISH CUT - LB. 79c
U ieiiiii Y FRY STEAK LB. 880








Fogg JOWL  SLICED LB. 590
SALAD DRESSING OT.  390
MORTON
HYDE PAR E. 
12 OZ. PKG.  5R
CHERRY PIES E Ari •  290
KELLY'S
CHILI WITH BEANS 3 15CANS
FISHER BOY
FISH - STICKS 4 PKGS 8 OZ.$1
PILLSBURY
CAKE MIX 3.$1..




DELICIOUS4PPLES 100 SIZE 0 FoR500









































This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) If IRS has mailed you
estimated tax forms, does that
mean you are required to tile
one of these forms?
A) You do not have to file
an estimated tax declaration
for 1970 unless you meet the
requirements as explained in
the instructions that came
with the estimated forms.
Estimated tax forms have
By MIL HEWER
IT i ONE thing to play Lisa
for years on "As the World
Turns," typifying the young
midwestern strictly Establish-
ment woman whom the Akron,
O., housewife can identify—and
something else to play Amy Ty-
ler, a liberal political activist on
ABC-TV's new soap opera, "All
My Children." Very, very much
something else.
Rosemary Prinz is not quite
sure how her millions of fans
around the country are going
to accept the startling switch.
"Especially," she says with a
grin, "when they discover on
one of the episodes that I'm
behind a move to send hospital
supplies to North Vietnam."
• • •
ACTUALLY, the petite, New
York-born Rosemary, blonde
and pretty, is personally a lot
closer to Amy, the activist, than
she was with Lisa, the all-
American girl. She was a Eu-
gene McCarthy supporter and
a peace demonstrator "and I
go to the moratorium things
whenever I can get to them."
In sum, she would like to do a
little constructive world-chang-
ing, and so would Amy, her
new alter ego.
There are a couple of simil-
arities, of course, between the
two roles. Both Amy and Lisa
have loused-up love lives, width
is par for the escapers. "„eas,Lisa,
I went through four hddesincis7
Miss Prinz says thoughtfully.
"while as Amy. I have an il-
legitimate son who has been
raised by my sister and thinks
of me as 'Aunt Amy."'
Whether or not the silent ma-
jority of suburban cooks and
bakers watching her approves.
Rosemary really digs the role
of Amy. "And also the show in
general," she adds. "Agnes Nix-
on is the creator and she's
helped by two dialogue writers;
between the three of them, it's
an extremely well-written
show."
A SERIOUS actress who has
a number of solid credits behind
her—she was in "The Unsink-
able Molly Brown," has done
•'Two for the Seesaw" in stock
and has been on several top TV
dramatic programs, including
"Studio One" and the "Arm-
strong Circle Theater" — Miss
Prinz was influenced to take
the new job because she got a
promise of two days off dur-
ing the regular five-day week.
Like most working actresses,
been sent to every taxpayer
who filed an estimated return
for 1969 as well as to those
taxpayers who may have been
Liable for one because they
had a balance due of $40 or
more when they filed their
1968 return. The forms are
identified with the taxpayer's
name, address and Social Se-
curity number just as they ap-
pear in IRS files.
Read the instructions care-
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUC
KY
fully and if„you are required
to file an estimated tax decla-
ration, be sure to use the
forma sent you. It will assure
that your estimated tax pay-
ments are properly credited to
your account.
Q) I just sent in my tax re-
turn. What records should I
keep?
A) Keep the records you
need to substantiate the in-
come and deductions reported
on your return. Cancelled
checks, paid bills, Forms W-2
(Wage and Tax Statement)
and 1099 (U.S. Information
Return for Calendar Yeer),
bank books and similar rec-
ords in addition to a copy of
the return, will be helpful.
A free-swinging political liberal is the role Rosemary
Prinz plays on ABC's "All My Children," and it's a part
sko carries over into ipso' We. She's nag quits sup yet
when vlowers of tho nfiwe wins will %ay. te guy tattit
she still is knee-deep in voice tried to get up onstage with me,
and drama lessons, studying at
Sanford Meisner's school, and
she needs those two days to fit
everything into her busy sched-
ule.
"Fortunately," she says, "I'm
a quick study. Although, it's
ironic—I got into the theater
20 years ago because I wanted
to sleep late in the mornings,
and now I get up at 6:30 or so,
to be at the studio by 8 and
start rehearsals." "All My Chil-
dren" is taped daily at 2:15
p.m. and when the taping is
done, the next day's lines are
gone over briefly until about
6, when Rosemary heads home
to her midtown Manhattan
apartment
There are few TV people
so familiar to the silent major-
fty as the women in the soap
operas and sometimes. Rose-
mary says, it gets a little fright-
ening. "They want to hug and
kiss you," she says, "and I re-
member once in Austin, Tex.,
where I went for the opening of
a shopping mart, 5.000 persons moratorium somewhere,
and they finally, had to call out
a sheriff's posse or some thing
to stop them. It was kind of
hairy."
There are two kinds of ac-
tors: the smooth, skilled pro-
fessional!! such as, say, Noel
Coward, who know exacUy how
many paces to take and,-when
to raise an eyebrow, and the
ones who throw themselves into
the role and try to BECOME
the part they play. "That's me,"
Miss Prinz said. "I like to give
It everything rye got: r dOn't
like to play it _sats;-1--pitt-ory
life on the line when I act."
• • •
DAUGHTER of a onetime
NBC Symphony cellist, Rose-
mary has been, between early
roles, a pot saleswoman, a hat-
check girl and a private eye's
aide. She's married to Joe Patti,.
a jazz drummer, and summer-
stock audiences Oils year will
get a chance to see her as
Blanche DuBois in "A Street-
car Named Desire." Or at a
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
1.4) gl I ST S '44








AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • Cumberland Falls
at Ciartnn • General Butler at Carrollton • Jenny 
Wiley at Prestonsburg
• kentuctly Dam Village at Gilbertseille • Lake Cumberland at 'Bren-
ta/we • Natural dodge at Slade • Carter Caves at 011V. Hill
• BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
Ths 1144 package rate per person included meals entertainment and
(double occupancy) in a rusurious room with two double beds,
lintia ay evening dinner through Thursday lunch every week Ir
on
12. 1969 through Starch 26. 1970
to, (5ll) 223 1125. se. row Eau vow "Tem




they may appear, vacuum bottles
are potential bombs looking for
a time and a place to explode,
the National Safety Council
Q) Will the amount my
daughter receives from a col-
lege scholarship affect my de-
pendency claim far her?
A) No, amounts received
from a scholarship for study
at an educational institution
do not have to be included in
total support in determining
whether the support test for
dependents has been met.
Q) My wife and I both re-
ceited 1040 tax form packages
in the mail because we were
single in 1968. We want to file
a joint return for 1969. Should
we put both name labels on
the return we file?
A) No, use only your label
since on joint returns the ac-
count is primarily identified
by the husband's Social Secur-
ity number. You should insert
your wife's first name and
middle initial on your label
and her Social Security num-
ber in the space provided on
the return.
To make sure you are prop-
erly credited for all withheld
taxes and estimated tax pay-
ments, if any, enter the name
your wife used when she filed
her 1968 return on the line
under the address section of
the Form. Changes in address
should be given here, too.
Q) I still haven't received
my W-2. What should I do?
A) Ask your employer
about your W2 statement By
law, employers are required to
provide withholding statements
to their employees by the end
of January. Since January 31
is a Saturday, the deadline is
February 2, this year.
Q) Does the fact that a and
is adopted make any difference
for dependency purposes?
- A) A legally adopted child
your child -in ap-
plying the dependency testa.
Q) Last year I sent in my
return and W-2 and you fig-
ured my tax for me. Will you
still do this with the new
form?
A) Yes, IRS will compute
the tax just as it has in the
past if your income is under
$5,000 and consists of wages
subject to withholding and
not more than $200 of divi-
dends, interest, and nonwith-
held wages. This is explained
on the back of the Form 1040
you received in the mail.
Q) Our community just put
in some new sidewalks and as-
sessed the piwperty owners for
the coot. II this a dedectibleT
expense?
A) No, assessments for bene-
fits that tend to increase the
value of property are not gen-
erally allowed as deductions.
You ma), however, add the
amount of your assessment to
the cost basis of your property.
A bumper orange crop of
174 million boxes is expected
this winter in Florida, Texas,
California and Arizona. Every
favorite variety will be abun-
dant-juice oranges, templed and
navels. Both fresh oranges and
frozen, chilled and canned
orange jujce and other orange
products will be in outstanding
supply. A huge grapefruit crop
also is on the way, with the
Texas crop the largest in 20
years. About 51 million boxes
will be harvested.
cautions. A moment of care-
lessness could lead to even
blindness.
Among other precautions, the:
council advised against using the
bottles to carry carbonated
beverars. Pressure can build
up inside as the released Carbon
dioxide expands. Als;15". --never
insert metal utensils or wire
bottle brushes , into v,acuturi
bottles; they can scratch or break
the glass liner. And avoid creat-
ing temperature extremes-such
as washing in hot water and






• WHEN MOVING A
SHORT DISTANCE
TO NEXT CUT, ALWAYS
SHUT OFF SAW
• EMPTY FUEL TANK
EVEN IF STORING
SAW FOR A SHORT
BE CONSCIOUS OF AREA
AND PEOPLE AROUND YOU NEVER
SWING SAW AROUND WITH-
OUT CHECKING BEHIND YOU
• BE CERTAIN YOUR CUTTING
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King Size • Oros.
For upset stomach,
tension. headache.
IT'S THE TRUTH! LOW, LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES!
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FRESH' CRISP 10 I LB. BAG
• - LETTUCE RADISHES
CELLO PKG. 10'c 2/29c
. Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY ••' CLOSED SUNDAY.
I
mu At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the tota on lie tape tha counts.
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G. Washington: America's First Scientific Farmer
By CLARK KINNAIRD
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
WASHINGTON,. D.C.—"First
in war, first in peace, and first
in the hearts of his country-
men . ." Richard Henry Lee
completed the sentence from
which this enduring accolade to
George Washington came, he
was second to none in the hum-
ble and endearing scenes of his
private life." Lee continued,
"His example was edifying to
all around him, as were the
effects of that example last-
ing."
Perhaps "Lighthorse Harry"
had other effects uppermost in
his mind then, but Virginians
certainly had Washington's .ex-
amples and preachments de ag-
riculturist impressed upon them.
Lee could have included "first
scientific farmer in America,"
in the eulogy.
NEW studies of Washington's
journals and correspondence
provide voluminous confirma-
tion of his right 4o this desig-
nation. Also, that what Wash-
ington accomplished as land rec-
lamationist, experimenter in
crop rotation, conservator of
-soils, improver of grain strains,
breeder of livestock, horticul-
turist and landscape gardener,
engineer of efficient farm build-
ings and implements, were ma-
terialization of a concept penned
as a boy. An early example of
his script, found in a notebook
at the Library-of Congress, is a
poem copied from an English
miscellany. It begins:
"There are things, which
- --GOON peeneeted
"Will make life that's
truly bleared:
goOd Estate on Maltby
Soil,
' "Not got by Vice nor yet
by Toil;
"Round a warm Fire; a
pleasant Joke,
"With chimney ever free of
:smoke."
The author of this prescrip-
tion titled "True Happinessf"
evidently envisioned the toil of
the husbandman's being lessened
and his good estate's being in-
sured by radical changes in the
ancient ways implanted in Eu-
rope under serfdom. Washing-
ton advanced the emancipation.
He made himself .an exten-
sive landowner in his teens, be-
he -obtained property by
Inheritance or marriage. Con-
trary to a concept of Waehingc
ton as pore Ito wealtlit and
Early 19th century sketch of Washington's 16-side4 symmetrical
born. The 140,000 bricks for inner structure were made and
burnt on Washington land. Design admitted Sun or venti-
lation from all directions. illustration from George Wash-
ington: The Pictorial Biography; Hastings House, Publishers,
never required to earn his way,
his schooling was ended and he
was at work at 15, enduring
hardships as a wilderness. and
frontier surveyor. He purposely
collected some fees in land, and
opportunely purchased tracts
with savings added by his being
a book-agent.
LAND* of which he became
owner acquired most of its value
from astute choice of location,
study, systematic experimenta-
, and industrIOUStless as
cultivater, miller, trader. Pro-
ductivity was increased where-
ever pas...inip by stable manure,
marl, sea-weed, ashes, sea-shell,
crops of beans and buckwheat.
were plowed into the ground.
Flocks of sheep, droves of cat-
tle, were placed in fallow fields
for direct manuring. Detailed
records were kept of yields of
every planting direct. He ob-
tained new books from England
and made himself well informed
on results there from results of
soil pulvirization, seed-drilling
(instead of broadcast sowing),
row cultivation by horse-drawn
plows, as advocated by Jethro
Tull. Strip-plowing with differ-
ent sowings of alternate strips,
abetted his choice of crops and
seeds in particular acreages.
Having discerned the heavy
ton of fertility exacted by to-





really does have a last name,
It's Smith, because her, princi-
pal role today seems to be as
Mrs. Roger Smith. It used to
be Olsson, and why_that name
never graced the marquee re-
veals something about Ann-
Margret, which, incidentally, is
her own name. She was named
for a Swedish swimmer.
When show business began
to look promising, the actress
decided to drop her last name
to protect her parents from
embarrassment!
Ann-Margret is a swinger.
But, as she phrases it, "I'm not
a rock I have emotions."
And she knew from the start
that her family wouldn't
Joy any "Hollywood notoragy."
Ann-Margret gives her name_ a-
Swedish Boated when she says
it. As every fan must know by
now, she was born in Stock-
holm and went to Illinois Foxx
Lake to be exact when she
was eight.
and deplored dependence of so
many Virginia planters upon
this as a money-crop. Washing-
ton found other means of secur-
ing dependable income from
farming.
Typically, the day in Febru-
ary 1770 he passed his 38th
birthday, he was preoccupied
with construction of a mill on
his Dogue Run 600 acres.
He . rated this as best of the
five 1 arms he accumulated
around Mount Vernon Manor,
whieh—he had learned- to. -be.
mostly poor land for profitable
agriculture.
Washington had determined
to improve the farmer owner's
situation of the mill. Dogue Run
ran frown a trickle in summer
to a raging flood in winter and
spring, that necessitated repeat-
ed repairs of the mill dens.
• • •
WASHINGTON himself made
the surveys for, and closely su-
pervised, the remedy that was
being effected in 1770. The water
of Piney Branch was turned
into Dogue Run, -a- larger mill
and dam were, erected with
stone cut from his land, and
new spillways were ditched. A
wharf was provided for ship-
ping.
The mill was to grind much
wheat fromttheVashington col-
lective farms (6124 bushels
were produced in 17691, _and-,
ALTHOUGH she's now wise
In the ways and woes of Holly-
wood, she  emphasizes that she
and her huiband, who gave up
his own acting career to pro-
duce, direct and write produc-






Smiths live in a ra ling Bev-
erly Hills mansion that once
was Humphrey I3ogart's and
Lauren Bacalra, they have fur-
nished only two of the rooms
Even if their garage houses
a powder blue Jaguar and a sa-
ble-colored Rolls Royce—plus
two high-powered motorcycles—
the Smiths look on the seven-
acre estate as a marveloutkplace
START SINGING!
The Jake Fleas Gospel Show 6:30 AM
Old Time Sinsingtonventain 12:05 PM
KEEP WATCHING!
The Big Show 400 PM
"Day of the Triffids" (c)
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey
WLAC-TV1DCHANNEL 5
corn he raised. Also grain frorr
neighboring farms, with Wash.
ington collecting one-eighth col
the flour or meal for this serv-
ice. His flour, meal, mixed feed,
went directly to Washingtor
agents in ports, as did quanti-
ties of ship's biscuit from a
bakery among enterprises main-
tained at Mount Vernon to in-
crease the gross income from
fields and animals. The Poto-
mac itself was made to yield
Income: Washington had a fish-
ery from which salted herring
were shipped in season. Fish-
ery residue was a good fertili-
zer ingredient; as Washington
had observed among Indiana.
The general's advanced Upk-
ing as an agricultural scientist
was exemplified by a barn he
designed and engineered at the
Dogue Run farm after the War
of Independence. It was 16.
sided, embodying both function-
al and artistic symmetry long
before Buckminster Fuller be-
came a world evangelist for
dynamic symmetry.
•
ONE facility was a threshing
floor 30 feet squar e,- with
interstis one and one-half
inches wide between the floor
boards, so USIt grain, when
trodden by horses or beaten out
by flails, fell cleanly to the floor
belew, leaving the straw above.
Thirty threshers could work
there out of the weather, but
Washington had to "sell" the
barn's utility to his own work-
ers and others. It was an illus-
tration of the difficulty of what
he called "putting the overseers
,
out of the IreacciLcsairirims,Tich they
hava been -to walk
In."
Not content in 1770 with five
farms in addition to Mount Ver-
non and a substantial share in
an enterprise organized td drain
the Qismal Swamp for rich
farm land, Washington rode
that autumn to increase his
holdings in the Ohio Valley,
where he eventually claimed
title to more than 30,000 acres
At one plot of -his, in 1770. he
recognized outcroppings of coal:
he was perhaps the discoverer
of the mineral of so much con-
sequence in Pertnaylvania's fu-
ture.
Much more is divulged in
Washington journals and cor-
respondence of his great contri-
butions to American agriculture
and breeding. One signal work
was his introduction In Virginia
of the horse-donkey hybrid, the
mule, and his evangensm for it
ale earalm:-.11,111E.1111,P11- •
Name for Ann-Margret
;or the three children (by his
previous marriage) to. romp.
Ann-Margret is a bit like the
old movie queens. You know
she isn't the girl next door, sit-
ting cross-legged on a couch in
her set trailer and wearing the
mini-mini black satin that sets
off all that tawny hair.
Any conversation with A-M
"Is also llbkrally sprinkled-with
references to Roger. As soon
as they were married (May 8,
1987) Roger took the upper
hand and made some strong
recommendations about Ann-
Margret's career. -The way a
man should,": she says happily.
FOR ONE THING, she-may
have made 17 movies, but she is
the first to say many. of them
were awful: She just did what
she was told by the studios. "I
didn't know about lawyers,
then," she laughed—The "law-
yers" hetped get her out of
many lengthy contracts.
There are some films, of
course, that she liked--sueh as
"The Cincinnati Kid" and "Once
a Thief," after "Bye Bye Bir-
die." But now, Roger has also
made her a star of TV-Specials
--and she insllits he had to twist
ner arm to get her to do her
first TV show.
• • •
IT ALSO WAS Roger who in-
troduced her to producer-direc-
tor Stanley Kramer for
"R.P.14.•" It's the movie that
promises to prelent a new Ann-
argret to the public. Her role's
tha.toLa conegessessliidistelev
• e mistress of a university
president, played by Anthony
• inn. It's a challenge to her
d a mile itone in her career.
She feels it's about time for
her to do some dramatic roles
And further. in "RP.M.*" she
has a scene in which she wear.,
a see-through nightgown. •
"My husband gave me per-
mission," she smiles. And the
ne is an integral part of the
"It's to show the character
f the university president, the
role played by Quinn."
Roger Smith told me, "Tony
will find doing a love scene with
Ann-Margret is certainly a lot
different than &slag one with
Anna Magnani!"
As for going even further tot
a dramatic role such as play.
Mg- a- nude " scene Ann-Margret
says, "I think I'd arik them to
get a double for nut.". I That
light be a little difficult).
• —
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Assrtn-
orities suspended or revoked
the beetles of 1396 Kentucky
drivers in January, according
to figured released by the Tref-
fee Safety Co-ordinating Com-
mittee.
The suspensions covered 111
the figure were for a period
of at least thr^z months. Ar-
thur E. Beard, executive direc-
tor of the Committee said more
than half the total, or 672, were
revoked for driving while in-
toxicated.
There were 97 licenses re-
voked in the case of drivers
suspected of driving while in-
toxicated who refused to take
the chemical teat to determine
the level of a leohol in their
blood under the implied consent
law.
Some 263 drivers drew ackli-
dotal suspensions for driving
while under a revoked or su-
spended license. Another 52
were taken away because of ac-
cidents while under Suspen-
sion.
Other reasons for suspension
were: acetunistion of 12 or
more points within a two-year
Ray Brownfield, Mr. and Mrs. W. 0, Smite, 011ie Brown and Freed Curd are shown with awarcht
they were presented recently by the Calloway County Soil Conservation District. Brownfield accepted
an award on behalf of Peoples Beni for their cooperation in publishing the Annual Report and in co-
sponsoring the Awards banquet, The same award was presented to the Bank of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Smite were presented the Master Conservationist Award. Brown was presented a plaque by the
Goodyear Tire Company for being the Outstanding Cooperator in the Soil Conservation District.
Curd was presented an Honor Award in behalf of Lynn Grove School.
period (100 suspensions); 'Peed
in excess of 26 miles an hour
over the posted limit (84 su-
spensions), and presenting false
applications for driver licenses
or renewals (50 suspensions).
Counties with the highest
number of suspensions and rev-
ocations are Jefferson, 153;
Fayette, 110; Davies', 5.2; Hard-
in, 47; iteCracken, - 411, and
Christian and Campbell, both
with 34.
Punchy
Put punch in winter parties
with this favorite from France
Champagne district. Place a
large block of clear, hard-frozen
ice in a large punch bowl. Pour
over it 6 ounces each of apricot
and maraschino liqueurs and
orange curacao, 1 fifdt-each of
sherry and cognac and 2 quarts
of club soda. Stir gently to
blend. Float slices of fresh
fruit in punch for garnish. Just
before serving, gently stir in 4
bottles of chilled champagne.
Makes 70 (1/2 cup) servings.
* * *
Literary giants said to prefer
standing to sitting when writing
included Ernest Hemingway,
Victor Hugo, E.C! Bentley,
Thomas Wolfe, Albert Camels.
Ethel Waters came out of
retirement after a dozen years
to play a guest role in an epi-
sode of "Daniel Boone."
-FEBRUARY 18 - 28
REGISTER FOR FREE COLOR T.V.
Al! You Can Eat At Menu Pnc. es!
Come to the Captain's Kitchen and enjoy a casual, relaxing
atmosphere that makes dining a delight. Catch a whole platter
of mouth-waterin_g. seafood — tender, delicious shrimp . . .
golden fried oysters . . . succulent scallops. . . deviled crab . . .
Awe-tempting seafood cocktails.. . cracklin' bass, flounder, and
bream . . . land-lubber fried chicken. FREE perch or catfish
for pirates under 6 when accompanied by their commanding"
officers. Token Charge of just 50ft, for stowaways 8-12.
Drop anchor till midnight, Tuesday through Saturday; Noon till ten
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"Bozo" the clown is a fict
character but he makes
$150 million a year.
There are few persons i
country, who do not tee
"Bozo and his bald head
with a wig, his red nose, a
costume with a huge coils
gigaNhotiwe shoes." bat gone
national and -is being see
television screens in such
as Tokyo, Bangkok, Sing
Costa Kies and Dublin.
"Bozo" game into bei
the early '40s when C
Kreords „pet out a Moor
Iiilrlritn featuring a squ
yr tired clown. Nobody
who named him "Bozo.'
tile nest tO years "
brought in sales of $20 m
Then Capitol * decide
'create a live Bozo" for pe
anpearance promotions.
Harmon. . musician and r
, arbor pi Ihut job.-
Six .yrats later Ha
',might ill the "Bozo"
from the record compan.
eent init on his owh.
11.• started a "Bozo" s,
in El PIIPO, Tex., to train ,
from all parts of the wo
portray the clown Orilla
witless and priwatitiesed.
Tlw japenese and - Th•
actors mat 'Teak in their
languagr sisal tlw script* in.
altered to refer to rice in
of fn:nels fries lest the clo
still
'is far 41areion ithw
heath .10 tele% ision statio
niter! States anal has
-larted.his I hiental eaploila
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"Bow" the clown is a fictitious
character but he makes about
$150 million a year.
There are few persons in this
countrz who do not recognize
"Bozo and his bald head ringed
with a wig, his red nose, a baggy
costume with a huge collar, and
gigantic shoes.
Now "Bow" lias gone inter-
national and if being seen on
television screens in such pines
as Tokyo, Bangkok, Singapore,
Costa Rica and Dublin.
"Bozo" carne into being in
the early '40s when Capitol
Records rut out a record for
children featuring a squeaky-
voiced closn. Nobgdy knows
sho named hint "Bozo." In
the next lO years "Bos.o"
brought in sales of $20 million.
Then Capitol • decided to
irest. a live Bozo" for personal
apiwarance promotions. Larry
I iar ______ . musician and mimic
actor got ihr job.
•
-
six years later Harmon
twilight all the "Bozo" - rights
from the record company and
sent tint on his ,,wit.
Ile started a "Bozo- school
iii II ra..0, 'Fez., to train actors
front all parks of the world to
portray the clown (xact!) as
Sri ill, and rings ______ ed.
The Japanese and Thailand
Ile II •rs mai speak in their own
language and the scripts mai be
altered to refer to rice instead
of french fries lint the clown is
-till "Bozo."
'ii far Illartnion has signed
iwarlx 54) I elir ipiim stations in
Ow I nitro! States and hasiws
• Lartvil.lsio I hiental exploitation.
dos n is ii on ersal. h, ais
%nil pantomime is tiiiiiersal.
, •
Ike modern musical version
of the 'lloidiloeks" fairy tale in
which Ring Crosby. his wife and
Islo of their children sill appear
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Satelites May Give Man A
Fresh Perspective On World
By AL ROSSITER JR.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) -
The time may not be too far
off vrhen man will start looking
Into space for help to meet
some of his more pressing
needs on earth.
The aid may come from a
oew generation of automated
satellites designed to give man
a fresh perspective on his land
and help him better utilise and
preserve its resources.
The U.S. space agency' is
movbg ahead with the develop-
ment of two of these spacecraft,
called Earth Resources Tech.
• aology Satellites (ERTS), to see
jest what kind of a job they
an do.
The first ERTS will carry
three advanced color television
cameras and a scanning device
to look at earth to the invisible
Infrared at spectrum.
Possitie Discoveries
it is hoped that from an orbi-
tal Indigo point these sensors
will lead the nay to the discov-
ery of new mineral, water and
flood atorthouses and permit
more accurate inventories; of
present resources and show
where help is needed to protect
Two companion, TRW,. Inc.,
and General Electric, are now
working on preliminary designs
VIVERTS"-systillstr
reports and proposeLs are due
to be completed In April. The
ipiat-igenty-siffs-obli of the
two firms will be selected this
simmer to build the satellitea.
President Ntron's propose
RASA budget theledes $4/oS fan
lion ibr the earth resources sa-
tellites tot the nest fiscal year.
If the spending plan is approved
by Coogress and no technical
roadblocks develop, the WILCO
agency hopes to launch ERTS
1 from Vandenberg APB, Cant,
in the spring of 1972.
The over-all cost of the two.
satellite project will not be de-
termined until final contracts
are let, bid associate NASA ad.
ministrator John E. Naugle es-
thnated last October that the
program might costbetween $100
million and 2200 million.
Saving in =loos
Estimates on the potential
payoff from the satellites and
their successors have ron from
many millions to billions of dol-
lars a year.
In agriculture, for example,
spaceborne instruments eventu-
ally are expected to enable ag-
ronomists to identify the types
of crops growing hundreds of
miles beneath a satellite and to
observe such things as growth
rate, crop vigor and health.
Repetitive observations possi-
ble with satellites are expected
to show the emergence of in-
sects or disease which, if left
unchecked, could wipe out a
crop.
"The world agriculture enter-
prise is a vast one comprising
some 10 billion acres of arable
and tree - crop land, meadows
and pastures,' aid Dr. Arad-
teld B. -Park of the U. S. De.
pertinent of Agriculture.
He told the Senate Space
_Committee lat year tilt farm
planning in the United States
and abroad is expected to ex-
pand rapidly_ "HS the people of
the world become seriously
committal to providing an ads-
(pate diet for an increased
world population.
-we In agriculture feel that
the research in remote seising
Ira play a vital role in these
programs."
THY, LEWIS& & TIM% 
Tom StopPard, British
playwright who bit the top with
"Rosenenuitz an4 Guildenstern
Are Dead" for the theater, has
written a video drama called
"The Engagement" for use on
"NBC Experiment in Television"
this sealion. British film star
David Warner heads the cast.
* * *
CBS is said to be
contemplating moving the Mery
Griffin late hour talk show to
Hollywood from New York.
* * *
Bobbie Gentry is preparing
two one-hour television specials
at 20th Century-Fox studios.
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Payments to 462,000 socia/
beneficiaries n Kentuc
amounted to $33.8 million
as 1969 ended.
the Nation as a whole, so-
security payments for the
amounted to nearly 827
$2 billion over the to-
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women end children re-
monthly 'odd securilY
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One out of every eight
ericans is now receiving
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• ,C030 a mouth at the end
December. And over $21;
,000 was being paid out In
eat benefits to older
• en and their dependants,
total of 277,600 persons.
During 1969, the trust funds
t of which cash benefits are
d took in $5.5 billion more
the total paid out. Assets
• the two funds—one for n-
and survivors Maur-
:ad one for disability te-
at $34 billion as
O began.
The delivery of the regular
onthly checks for January
0, the social securit/ pro-
rounded out 90 years of
efit payments. Only about
000 people were entitled to
payments for the month
January WOO, when monthly
started, and 410 of
•  charter beneficiaries, now
years of age or older, re-
ed their 360th benefit
becks this month.
Over the years, the social -*-
Proem= has grown, not
isily hi the number of people
on the benefit rolls, but also in
terms of the protection provid-
ed American familieui.
l'illietreve out of 100 smi-
thery aod children now have
survivors protection and would
receive monthly benefits in
case of the death of the family
breacivrinoer.
Pour out of five men and
women between the ages of 25
and 05 cm count on monthly
benefits under social security
in the even the breadwinner be-
comes too disehled to wort for
12 months or longer.
Practically every person 65
and over, waiting or not, has
hospital insurance under Medi-
care, and 96 percent are also
protected under the supple-
=notary medical insurance part
of Medicare that helps pay
PhYsicianie bills and other me-









Additional members of the
cast of "The Day Before Sun-
day," the "CBS Playhouse" 90-
minute drams to be aired
Feb. 10, include Farley Granger,
Claris LeachFnan, Jeff Bridges
and Diane Hull. Uta Hagen and




By Col. Taylor Davidson
State Director, Selective Service
FRANKFORT, Ky. — One of
the most gratifying experienc-
es in life is, of course, to per-
form a service. Our servieemen
do that at great personal ex-
pense. And answering the ques-
tions of those who stand to be
affected by the Selective Ser-
vice regulations — draft-age
men and their loved ones —
seems also to fulfill a need.
So with the intention of clar-
ifying whatever misunderstand-
ings those persons might have
regarding the draft here are
the questions moat frequently
baked of Selective Service and
my answers.
Other questions concerning
the draft may be sent to the
author in care of The State
ewe Bureau, Room 48, Cap-
itol Annex, Frankfort, Ky.
40601.
Q. My twin brother and I
are ordained ministers and cur-
rently serve in that capacity.
My brother graduated from the
seminary one year before I did.
I was forced to drop out of the
seminary for one year to earn
enough money to pay for the
continuation of my education.
During this period I was em-
ployed as a draftsman and was
classified II-A. Shortly after our
26th birthday my brother re-
ceived a V-A classification card.
The latest classification card I
had from my local board shows
class W-D.
Question: Why did I not re-
ceive a V-A classification?
A. From the facts you have
presented it appears that your
brother's classifications were I-
A and IV-D prior to reaching
his 26th birthday. Under cur-
rent Selective Service Regulat-
ions he was in an exempted
status and upon reaching his
26th birthday his liability for
military service terminated and
he was classified V-A. In your
case you had a I-A, • II-A and
W-D classification. The defer-
ment of II-A extended your lia-
bility tmtil the age of 35.
111
Q. Upon graduation from high
school I want to take the Civil
Service examination for fit e-
men. If I pass this examination
and em employed by the city,
will I automatically receive
from my local board an occup-
ational deferment?
A. The Selective Service Re-
gulations do not provide f o r
blanket deferments. It will be
up to you and your employer
to convince your local board
thai your employment as a fire-
man would be in the community
interest to such extent that
your military service would be
deferred.
4'47- I have read in the press
that cialy registrants with ran-
dom sequence number form I
through 60 have been ordered
for induction during February.
My random number is 275 and
I have received an order to re-
port for physical examination.
My question is, with a number
of 275, why have I been order-
ed for examination
A. In order for your local
board to maintain • pool of
acceptable' and available resist.
rants the Selective Service Re
guiations provide that young
men, not currently deferred,
may be ordered for physical, ex-
amination to determine if they
would be acceptable under phy.
cical standards prescribed by
the Department of Defense.
Q. Our family group consist-
ed of my father, mother, bro-
ther and myself. My brother,
in route to reporting to his 'o-
cal board for physical examin-
ation, was fatally injured in an
automobile oollision. Under
theft circumstances will I be
entitled to a sole surviving sea
classif itat ion ?
A. Under the circumstances
you describe you will not be
entitled to a sole surviving eon
classification as at the time of
filar brother's death he was not
a member of the Armed Forces
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Marilyn K hue's appearances in
NBC's "Bracken's World" series
as Marjorie Grant, wife of pro-
•ducer Kevin Grant, portrayed
by Peter Haskell, involve SWILL
• round trips from Italy. Ton.
Young, her real-life husband, har-
film commitments that have
• caused them to make their home
there for the time being. She
Films her roliS, in four or five
episodes on 41•41111 trip to Los
• Angeles.
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and U.S. troop withdrawals recommendations on this mat-
continue, further reductions in ter to President, Nixon within
aft calls are likely, the next week or so. A clue to
the nature of the recommenda,-
tions may be found in a recent
public stations by Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird, a
key member of the National
In essential jobs? .Security Council, that "I do not
A. The National *Icily lbelieve that we should continue
Council is due see' make over a long period of time the
occupational, student and pater-
nal deferments."
Q. Can President Nixon end
deferments on his own, or is
action by Congress required?
A. The President has power
to end occupational and father
deferments by executive order.
But any change in the present
rules regarding deferment of
college students would require
action by Congress.
Q. Is Congress likely to enact
such legislation?
A. Yes. But it may not
happen this year. A Senate
subcommittee headed by Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
Is pushing for prompt action on
draft reforms including elirnina-
tion of student deferments,
which it says are causing
"enormous inequities." But
there is some sentiment among
Senate and Rouse leaders to
postpoue the whole issue of
draft reform until next year.
Congress will be compelled to
take some action by early 1971
at the latest, because the
present Selective Service Act
expires June 30, 1971.
Q. Is there any prospect
Congress will let the draft die
and switch to an all-volunteer
army?
A. Not in the foreseeatie
future. President Nixon says -a
completely voluntary
service, which he advocated
during his 1968 presidential
campaign, is still his "ultimate
goal." He has appointed a
special commission headed by
former Defense Secretary Tho-
mas Gates to study the
feasibility of the idea. Although
the commission has not yet
made its report, highly-placed
Defense officials say it appears
impossible to maintain a
military force larger than 2
million men without resort to
the draft. Present plans call for
reducing the manpower of the
armed forces from 3.3 million
to about 2.9 million men by
June 30, 1971., But at no time in
tne past 20 years has a 2
Million man force been consi-
dered adequate.
Q. Is there any prospect that
the period of draft service
might be reduced from 2 years
to 18 months?
A. This may come up during
consideration - oT new drift
legislation, bet there is no
present indication the adminis-
tration has anything like this in
the works. Defense officials are
not sympathetic to a shortened
term of service. Even with a
two-year draft hitch, they say,
a man barely learns his
before his time is up.
Q. Can a low-number IA
escape induction by signing up
with the National Guard or a
reserve unit?
Q. What's going to happen tc
deferments for college students,
fathers and persons, such as
teachers, who are judged to be
question being asked by hun-
dreds of thousands of young
men, their families and sweet-
hearts.
A rumor has been going
around college campuses that
the new lottery system is just a
big joke because most tool
boards will run through all 366
numbers before the end of the
year. _
This rumor apparently was
prompted by' the fact that local
boards generally called up the
first 30 numbers in. January
and the nest 30 numbers in
February.
But officials at the Defense
Department and Selective Ser-
vice headquarters my this pace
won't be maintained throughout
the year. It will slow down
drastically in June, when the
expiration of college defer-
ments adds thousands of men
to the IA pool.
Here are some other ques-
tions being asked by young men
of draft age, with answers
based on the latest official
Information or the best guesses
UPI reporters could obtain
from the White House, Defense
Department, Selective Service
headquarters and Congress:
Q. Will all local boards
proceed at the same pace
through the sequence of callup
numbers?
A. Not necessarily. An
attempt is being made to
maintain a certain degree of
uniformity--W sending out
advisories from Washington
asking local boards not to go
beyond a certain number in a
particular month. But some
variation among the 4,092 local
boards is probable, because
different percentages of their
registrants are deferred. -
Q. Will the winding doss of
the Vietnam War have any
effect on draft calls?
A, Yes. Last December, the
Pentagon estimated 250,000
draftees would be needed in
1970. In January, the estimate
was trimmed by 10 per cent, to
225,000. If the battlefronts in
Vietnam remain relatively quiet
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• UPI Senior Editor
11
• WASHINGTON (UPI) — De-
n mite recent cuts in military
nanpower requirements, draft
O x.ards this year are likely to
▪ induct all IA's with calltp
a aumbers lower than 200.
a Young men with numbers
P higher than 240 protably are
home free.
° For those with numbers in
the twilight zone between 200
c and 240, the chances of
° induction hinge on how the war
I goes in Vietnam and other
C imponderables, such as the
number of "voluntary" enlist.
t meats in active or reserve
; components of the armed
forces.
1 That is the best answer UPI
was able to obtain from
governtnent officials to a
Wall Street
Clatter
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
stock market is discounting the
less favorable corporate earn-
ings showing for the first
of the new year, but it seems
probable that the recent severe
decline will result in the usual
spring rally being moved
forward, Spear & Staff says.
Investors are justified in
adopting a reasonably aggres-
sive buying policy in carefully
selected stocks, the firm says.
In view of the brevity of the
base-forming process that has
been traced thus far in the
market, a sustained rally is
unlikely, Standard & Poor's
feels. The firm does not regard
possible short-term rewards
"as sufficiently attractive to
warrant aggressive buying."
Some bargain-hunting may be
undertaken, but not. at 
expense of depleting reserve
buying power, the firm says.
—
<It& in stock prices
adds to the fears of people who
hold shares, the Neill Letter of
Contrary Opinion observes.
Perhaps, people just haven't
been scared enough yet to
mark the end of a major bear
marzet, the firm says adding
that when this happens the
market will either undergo a
spasm of selling or will level
out until reaccumulation takes
hold.
— 
Now is the time to move,
Paine Webber, Jackson &
Curti; says. Institutional Lives-
rs should commence a
tanned program of commlttlag
substantial part of the
ich they've been accumuLlts
nig, it adds. The Administration
has no alternative to easing
monetary restraint soon, and
when this happens, a dramatic
upturn will occur in the
market, the firm says.
Add to the cast of Henry
Denker's original video play for
"Hallmark Hall of Fame, which
NBC will broadcast .March 13,
top players Kate Reid and J.D.
__Cannon. The _stars, are Van
Heflin and Ed Begley. "Neither
Are We Errernirs" deals with
father-son differences on oppos-
ing Roman rule in the Holy
Land in the time of Christ.
Seventeen - year - old Kristoffer
Tabori. son of playwright George
Tabori and actress Vivi-ea
Lindfors plays the son.
Civil War Widows
WASHINGTON (UPII: The Veteran's Administra-
tion says it recently interviewed 450 Civil War
widows on. its rolls and found 327 entitled to an
extra $50 monthly pension for those requiring
regular attendance by another person.
The widows' husbands were on both sides of the
conflict. Confederate veterans were added to VA
pension rolls in 1958, and slightly more than half
their surviving widows are from the south.
The VA said it believes the oldest Civil War
widow is a 107-year-old woman who lives in a
Philadelphia nursing home.
The last Union veteran, Albert Woodson of
Duluth', Minn., died in 1956 at the age of 109. The
last Confederate veteran was Walter W. Williams
of Houston, Tex., who died in 1959 at the age of 117. A
ammommommk  Irnmarammaramarmaki
A. Yes, provided he can find
a vacant billet. National Guard
end organized reserve units can
take in additional men only to
the extent that there are
vacancies in their authorized
strength. The Defense Depart.
meat says that the situation is,
extremely spotty. "Some units
are up to authorized strength
and have waiting lists of
applicants," a spokesman told
UPI. "Others have vacancies
and can accept qualified
applicants immediately." Typi-
cally, a qualified applicant has
to wait at least two or three
months for a vacancy, ,and
during this time he is wide
open, to being drafted.
Q. Under the new lottery
system, does a person go into
the prime draft pool during the
year he turns 19?
A, No. This Is a widespread
misunderstanding. It is the
year after a boy aftain.s his
19th birthday that counts. In
other words, a boy who
becomes 19 this year will not
enter the prime pool until next
Jan, 1, and will remain in the
vulnerable category throughout
the calendar year 1971.
Q. How will such a person get
a callup sequence number?
A, There will be a new
drawing late this year— proba-
bly around Dec. 1— to establish
the random sequence for
callups in 1971. New drawings
will continue to be held
annually, affecting the youths
who enter the prime pool
during the following calendar
year.
Q. Was the first drawing
fair' 
•
A. Some people havespharged
that the capsules weren't
thoroughly mixed, so that those
with birthdates in October,
November and December tend-
ed to 1,e drawn earlier than
CAttiv AT PRE-TRIAL NEARING 1 i Arrny
CAlley ...enter' and his -.itti.rneys. ..;....rge .right
..13.1 NI..) Kenneth R..by army :it Vt 
pre-111.11 tijrIflg C.Irt'y4,. 'ilArged %NM; l. , 11,1-
.1er in ith the 4i1lege.1 I in ,•
%than, in Ms LSI South
others. Selective Service offi-
cials contend that the capsules
were mixed very thoroughly,
and have expert testimony
from some mathematicians
that the way the dates came
out was well within the
probabilities of a random
number sequence.
Q. Does the lottery system
have any effect on draft
exemptions for persons found
unqualified for military ser-
vice?
A. None whatever. The
lottery applies only to draft
registrants classified IA, and
the IA classification Is limited
to men who have been
examined and found acceptable
at an armed forces induction
center.
Q. Are many people turned
down by the armed forces
because of physical disabilities,
because they flunked the
mental examination, or Joncanse
they had police records?
A. Yes, slightly more than
half the men examined last
year were rejected by the
armed forces.
Q. Do you have to wait until
you're tentatively classified IA
before you find out whether
you're qualified for service?
A, No more. Under a new
order issued by President Nixon
last December, any draft
registrant may ask his local
board to arrange for him to
take a qualifying examination
at any time, so he won't be in
any doubt about his status.
Q. How long can a lA stall
off induction after he gets his
notice from the draft board?
A. He has 30 days from the
date on which he's classified lA
the date on the notice, not the
date he receives it) to request
a personal appearance before
his board to discuss the
classification. If the board
reaffirms the IA classification
after meeting personally with
him, he has 30 days more in
which to Me a written appeal.
The written appeal goes to the
state appeals board, which
probably will need two or three
weeks to act upon it.
Q. Is the state appeals board
the end of the line?
A. Usually but not always. If
the baud unanimously rejects
the appeal, that's it. Bot if
there's a split vote, the
registrant may appeal to the
President of the United States
(in actual practice, to a
national appeals board: in
Selective Service headquarters
In Washington) for review of
the decision,
Q. Can a man be inducted,
while an appeal is pending?
A. No.
Q. Where can a registrant get
detailed information about the
forms and procedures for filing
appeals?
A, Best thing to do is confer
with the "government appeals
agent"— a citizen who serves-
voluntarily as a counselor to
draft registrants. Every local
beard has one, and must post
hiss, name in a prominent
location. Locarboards also will
provide on request a free
pamphlet entitled "Taking Ap.
peals from Selective Service
Classifications." It spells out all
the ground rules.
About the author: Louis
Cassels, 48, has been a UPI
Washington correspondent since
194-. si 1 a senior editor since
+, native of Aiken County,
sous srolina, he was graduat-
ed from Duke University in
1942 and served in World War
II as an Air Force COMMUnieBr
ns and intelligence officer.
e has written many stories
the draft. His 21-year-old
son returned recently from
combat duty as a helicopter
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ban Draws oth Praise
d Criticism For Sentences
United Press International
A District Court Judge
.1. Hoffman has drawn
grilse and criticism from
seliPa's attorneys for the
cagempt sentences he
the lawyers for the
hicago Seven."
Critics and supporters alike
ested the riot conspiracy
presented a threat to the
erican judicial system. They
er ed on the sour ce and
e of the threat.
Hoffman sentenced William
Kunstler, the chief defense
rney, to four years and 13
ys in prison. Leonard Wein-
, his associate, was
ced to one year, eight
oaths and live days.
WW1.
"I think the whole thing has
hurt the legal profession,"
Forman said. "The defendants
had nothing to lose. . .they just
wanted a forum, a soapbox. If I
couldn't make my clients
behave, I would have resigned
the case."
At the other extreme, Percy
Julian Jr., a specialist in civil
rights cases in Madison, Wis.,
said the sentences could have
"the long-range effect of
destroying the adversary sys-
tem of law."
Letcourt Fears Same Charge
Attorney Gerald Led court,
cirrently defending 13 Black
Panthers during unruly
proceedings in New York, said
he hopes appeals courts see the
jedge's action "as what it is,
and that is an attack on allHoffman told Kinistler, "I am iawyers.,,
Le/court said he and his
associates in the Panther case
feel a contempt record is being
built against them but said he
"will not be changed by ft. I
will do what is necessary to
defend my clients."
Bernard J. Berman, a Cleve-
land trial lawyer who worked
en the Sam Sheppard murder
case, said he ands the
sentences " fr ight ening "
"It's most inappropriate to
have the judge immune to any
kind of discipline while the
lawyer is subject to penalties
from the judge," Berman said.
nvironment Willie A
Binning Issue In '70s
By FREDERICK R. TREESII
United Press International
Environment clearly will be
e burning issue of the 1970s in
merica.
As President Nixon put it in
Is State of the Union message,
"the great question of the 70's
shall we surrender to our
urroundings or shall we make
ur peace with nature and
begin to make preparations for
e damage we have done to
our air, to our land, to our
water."
It is a matter of whether the
affluent society will rain
control of its technology suffi-
ciently to make the world a
place where the human specie
can continue to survive.
Education has a stake in this
a big one.
Dr. James E. Allen Jr., the
U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion, has urged a major effort
forthwith to create environmen-
tal ecological education at
every stadest • level and for
ha.
He calls lt-".ducattóo for
vival"caantid itottl.reasoning is
edu the key to
viva' because "in a tree
My it is always the citizen
o must bear the ultimate
esponsibility for the choices
at are made and the actions
are taken."
Top Official Speaks
In an address to the
merican Council of Learned
cieties, the nation's top
ucation offfcial salt
"We must begin to teach not
one but two generations of
mericans, simultaneously, all
at they must know to revive
e earth on which we live."
Dr. Allen challenged Amen.
education down to everyMu! al school district "to replace
nfusion with knowledge...to
1 ce concern with commit-
ent and action."
"The teacher we intend to
E. Oland into our public schools in
„le! *80 is today a sixth grader
•::iu? emewhere in America," Dr.
Sten said. "He or she must be
sight- beginning right now-
along with every American boy
and girl, about environment
.•11.4, guilty, about ecology and
about all of the complex and





"We and they must learn
together- and in the spare time
we have left, we must begin to
write the textbooks for this new
educational enterprise. That
future teachers will enter
college in 1976 and textbooks
will have to have been written
and published, courses mapped
out and instructors trained in
this new disciplines."
Programs At All Levels
The commissioner noted that
some universities now are
establishing departments of
environmental science, but he
said aims:tarty oriennted pro-
grams are needed in grade
schools, high schools and junior
colleges so that all students
"know the basic facts about
euvizonment just as you and I
learned adctition and =Wrens
don."
Allen pledged the U.S. Office
of Education to promote
environmental education and
establish a staff to coordinte
existing programs and plan new
ones. But he referred only to
redirecting existing resources
in that direction, apparently
ruling out for the present any
substantial new federal funding
for tooling ie) the environmen-
tal curriculum and training
teachers to present it.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Van
Heflin and Ed Begley head the
cast of "Neither Are We
Enemies," a 90-minute television
drama by Henry Denker to be
aired March 13 by NBC as a
"Hallmark Hall of Fame"
special. Set at the time of
Christ's crucifixion, the story
deals with the differing views of
Joseph of Arimathea, in whose
tomb Christ was buried, and his
son, Jonathan, a young
revolutionary, as to the proper
way to throw off the Roman
yoke. Heflin plays Joseph, and
Begley has the role of a Jewishpolitician who exchanges favors
with the Romans.
* * *
CBS will present a skiing
series Sunday afternoons
beginning Feb. 1 in. which
Olympic cheepion Jean-Claude
Kitty of Patio will face leading
skiers on courses in vaalous parts
of the United Stites. Each




The special education class
at Murray High School held a
special lesson on churning as a
part of the follow up on the Ed-
ucational TV lesson on the early
life of Lincoln.
The lesson discussed how diff-
erent things were done in his day
and because of the interest en-
gendered in churning the elemen-
tary class churned milk at sch-
ool.
Gerald Sheridan brought in
fresh milk which was kept by the
heat for two days to let the cream
rise and the milk sour.
The boys and girls felt of
the cream, tasted it, looked at
the clabbered milk, broke it into
curds and whey, tasted curds,
and took turns about churning.
All the other grades were invited
to watch a demonstration and
hear about the process. The butt-
er was gathered and molded.
Each child got to taste the un-
salted butter and butter milk
after it cooled.
Mrs. Thelma Warford is the
special education teacher and





A story of human greed and
Ignorance that almost turned
beautiful Pacific isle into a sandy
waste .will be told in the March
Issue of Audubon, magazine of
the National Audubon Society.
The near disaster was a dra-
matic example of what can happ-
en when man recklessly tampers
with natural balances, according
to the author, George Laycock.
The story is about Laysan,
In the Hawaiian Islands National
Wildlife Refuge, long known as
one of the world's most produc-
tive seabird nurseries. The dam-
age began in 1902 when a settler,
who was mining the island for
guano, imported and released
a few rabbits to breed and to
supply him with fresh meat. The
miners left but the rabbits, un-
checked by any natural enemies,
kept on breeding. Naturalists who
visited Laysan a few years later
found the undergrowth "alive
with rabbit ears": it was clear
that if the prolific animals wer-
en't checked, they would literally
strip the island bare, starving
themselves as well as the native
animal life, and leaving only bar-
ren sand.
Meanwhile came a second thre-
at. Poachers from Japan, moving
Into buildings abandoned by the
guano miners, began wholesale
slaughter of the big seabirds that
nest an the island, stripping off
their plumes for sale and leav-
ing thousands upon thousands of
carcasses to rot.
United States authorities fina-
lly drove out the poachers and
killed the rabbits. The latter was
a gruesome job, but the biologists
knew the rabbits were doomed,
anyway - by starvation if not by
poison and bullet.
Laysan, under strict federal
government protection, has now
recovered most of its life soil
beauty. However, three species
of birds - the Leyssa rail, two-
eycreeper ad tellisehtrd, shicb
were teed as Set Mead -
became wetted, Deprived of the
undergrowth they seeded for cov-
er, they had Re place to hide
fres prediery birds.
Tie off-camera narrator for
"The Man Hunters," another of
the GE Monogram Series nature
documentaries to be aired Feb.
17 on NBC, will be that of actor
E. G. Marshall, co-star of "The
Bold Ones" series.
• * *
Art Linkletter will escort a
group of youngsters in "A Kid's
Eye View of Washington, D.C.,"
a one-hour special to be telecast
June 20. They will visit the
historic spots in the capital.
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LB. 390 LB. 390-
* FROZEN FOODS * PRODUCE *
Frosty Acres CARROTS,. — — _ Cello Bag 10oCREAM PIES
c
Choc Lemon. Strawberry. Banana — = r w tErrucE -.,_ __ Head 19°ORANGE JUICE Frosty Acres 




APPLES Red or Golden Delicious -  4 lbs. 390
NABISCO MUSSLEMANS JIF
CHIPS AHOY PIE CHERRIES PEANUT BUTTER
CHOCOLATE CHIPS , ,
14%2 'OZ. 45 303 CAN 25 180Z. 690
GERBERS STRAINEDMcCORMICK
PEPSItOLAS BLACK PEPPER BABY FOODWITH BOTTLE DEPOSIT
10 oz. CASE 1.59 4 490OZ. asy, OZ. 1
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS - KRAFT MIRACLE
. White Cream Style
.
CORN PALMOLIVE LIQUID MARGARINE
6 STICK5
303 CAN 19 GIANT 490 1 LB. 33
Al
FRISKIE DISPENSERS EASY ON
DOG FOOD DIXIE CUPS SPRAY STARCH
KIDNEY & BACON -LAMB
15 OZ. 114 50 CT. 2 15 °Z. 45
DETERGENT CAMPBELLS













KEEBLER KITCHEN KRAFT MAXWELL HOUSE
KEEBIES BL ACKE YE OR WESSONCOOKIES
PURPLE HULL
PEAS
CRISCO COFFEE OIL .
303 CAN
.1
i 4Q_39. _____2129 3L8. 19 1 L,19 24 02. ' 
PAGC FOURTEEN TUE JLIDOlint
BOWLING Housewives Can Work Off
STANDINGS Tension With Ceramics
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
IlOWLING LIAGUS




1 Hi-Lo' s 46 39
a Miracles 44 40
h Quads 44 a)
• Flub-Ups 38 44
Shearers 33 6.1
Bowlettes 32 ea
Nigh Team Gene SC
s Hi-Los  570
Miracles  ass
Champs  566
Nigh Teem Series SC
Champs moo
Miracles   1556
Bowlettes  1552
Nigh hid. Rem IC
Margaret Males  179
Ona Birdsong  177
Mary Smith  170
iiisph Ind. Genie HC
Phyllis Canna  226
Jape Buchanan ----- 222
One Birdsong  230
Nigh Ind. Seise SC
Margaret Morton — 495
Mary Smith ___ - 461
Qua Birdsong  464
• High had. Series MC
4hyllis Carson 616
Margaret Morton  597
Jane Buchanan 
Splits Converted
Betty Lawrence  6-7
Margaret Morton 540
Jane Buchanan  3-10
Ona Banisong 5-7-9 & 4-5-7 &
3-10 & 5-7
Mary Smith   5-7
Phyllis 'Carson  340
Hilda Bennett  2440
Beautoo Brandon 447
Mary Harris  2-7





1 Mary Harris  149
1 , Sallie Guy -- 141
Martha Alla -----144
Polly Owen  139
Ona Birdsong  139
Verona Grogan   129
Hilda Bennett 1.16
Glenda Hill  135
Valetta Stuart  123





Johnsans throe. MOE 15%
Country Kitchen 52 '22
Ezell's Beauty School 50% 33%
Owens Food Market 50 34
Carroll Volkswagen 49 35
Jerrys Restaurant 42 42
Bank of Murray 41 43
Miller Funeral Home37 47
Town 4r Cmmtly Drees
Shop 30 54
High Tose Series NC
Carroll Volkswagen ____ 2808
Johnsans Grocery  2720
Town & Country Dress
Shop  2697
High Team Owne
Carroll Volkswagen  986
Miller Funeral Home  948
Carroll Volkswagen   938
High hid Swiss MC
Patsy Knapp  625
Wanda White  619
Virginia Buchanan  008
High hvi. Gams MC
Wanda White  343
Parka  221
Knapp  230
• High Ind. Series SC
Bobbie Garrison  487
Virginia Buchanan  483
Wraida White &
Patsy Knapp - 473
Nigh hid. Gams SC
Wand. White —_-- 194
Patsy Knapp _--...--_ 179
Isabel Parks  1711
Splits Converted
Patricia Wiggins  340
Virginia Buchanan  349
Patsy Knapp 546
Wanda Nance _____ 5.10
Estelle Ezell 3-10
Faye Forbes 24
LaVaughn Latimer  549
Top Ten Averages -
Marilyn Parts  180
Betty Dixon 137
Mildred Hodge  157
Wanda Nance 149
LaVaughn Latimer  146
Virginia Buchanan  144
Wry AMU 141
Isabel Parts  139
Nancy Rogers _ 138
_Sandra Thompson  137
. Betty Darnell  133
Bettye Ackerman has been
added to the regular cast of
NBC's "Bracken's Plorld" in the
role of executive secretary to the
never - seen movie tycoon,
Bracken. Dennis Cole, who has
been seen on the series in the
role of a stuntman named Davey
Evans, has been promoted to a
position as administrative assis-
tant to Bracken.
• • •
%tld .• with. it- accent t,t
%our hotter with a mitearrd-off
kt_ar...m, whir bought at an un-
finished furniture atozr Fro:mei
it in a bright. bold -bade or ti
partel. — - -
By bit. C. Garrott
If you are a housewife
two or three little ones under
tot, you might take a tip from
Mrs. J. Donald Brock, 810
thrie Ave., Murray, if you n.
something to work off the day
to-day tension.
She participated in the non-
credit evening ceramics cours
offered at Murray State Univer-
sity under provisions of an $18,
761 federal grant to the univ-
ersity's art department.
"This Ls terrific," said the
pretty mother of a three and
a one-year-old, while kneading
away at a mass of greyish clay
the size of a football.
"These classes have been
'mama's night out' for me. I
just wish they world never end,"
she added_
Mrs. Brock, whose husband
Is with the mental health cen-
ter at Paducah, is one of 21
Murray and area adults who
have just completed the 16-week
fall semester course.
The spring class, which start.
ed Monday night, already is over-
subscribed, according to Miss
Clara Eagle chairman of the
art department at Murray State.
In charge of the ceramics da-
ss is Fred Shepard, a member
of the Murray State art faculty
since 1963, who defines its ob-
jective as an effort "to enhance
cultuiely the abilities of people
Interested in the ceramic area."
The fall semester class was
the first under the federally-
financed Title 1 program, and
It attracted an overflow enroll-
ment, including teachers house-
wives, members of local craft
guilds and some studs at the
university.
st of the people
have never had any prior tee
perience with ceramics," She-
pard said, "and our program is
geared basically to giving them
an idea of what ceramics is
about in general and to involve
them in making something them-
selves that they feel they would
like to make."
Mrs. David Cleaver, mother
of our, came from Calvert City
each Monday night for the two-
and-a-half hour class, leaving
at the GAP, Corp. at
her husband, a safety
borne to watch the children.
"I like to work on plain, sim-
ple things," she laughed while
"throwing" a mound of clay into
a dish-like object on one of the
potter wheels used in the class,
"What have I done that I Ire-
asure most?" she said, repeat-
ing a question I put to her. "1
guess it would be the minbtere
spittoon I made, since it was
the first thing I did."
The designs made by the class
members, however, seldom turn
out the way they were planned
In the beginning.
This was sharply evidenced
by the "coil pot" Mrs. Robert
E. Brown, Henry Street, Mur-
ray, was putting together hi the
closing session of the ftrst class.
When she started out, her cre-
ation resembled a coiled snake,
but as she went along, she decid-
ed to make it smaller at the top
until at last it looked like a
bee hive,
"Oh, I don't know what I'll
do with it," she said, stepping
back to admire her work. "I've
taken the course just for the fun
of it, and it's a wonderful out-
let for one's frustrations."
Perioditally, Shepard fires it
the university's kiln, which, in-
cidentally, he designed and build
himself, and ba.kes selected ore-
ations by the class members
Into hardened pieces of pottery.
"So far," he said with a smile,
"nothing has blown op. Actually
they come up with some pieces
which are pretty well designed
and made."
From then on, it is simply
a matter of polishing and paint-
ing before the pieces are proud-
ly displayed on a mantel piece
or on a hall tae back home,
"If nothing else," one lady
quipped, "they are good con-
versation pieces."
Highlights of the course are
the demonstrations by members
of Sheparces regular advanced
ceramics class at the University
of the "raker process" for
curing pottery.
This involves taking the red-
hot materials out of the kiln
and quickly quenching them in
water and sawdust. "They ffild
it quite exciting to watch," he
said.
The university also has been
conducting two other off-campus
classes under the provisions of
the program and in conjunction
with the ceramics class at Mur-
ray.
At Cadiz, 37 Trigg Cotmtians
are winding up a similar period
of study in painting, drawing
amid design, while 42 others at
Paducah are completing an art
appreciation course dealing with,
lines, form, space values and
color.
h. Similar classes are planned
for the spring semester, Miss
Eagle said, and will be starting
immediately.
With exception of the ceramics
class, however, locations of new
classes in the other two areas
have been changed.
The painting, drawing and de-
sign course is being offered at
Mayfield, while the art apprecia-
tion chrcs with studio experience
will be offer ed in the Hopkins villa
area.
As in the case of the cera-
mics cbss, both classes already
are over-subscribed.
MY LAI HEARING LL Wil-
liam L. Calley Jr. presents a
serious demeanor during re-
cess in his pre-triat -hearing
at Ft. Benning, Ga., where
he is accused in the massa-
cre of 102 civilians at My
L31, a South Vietnam village.
LOOK WHAT THE BOYS HAVE IN THE BACK ROOM HVIN110*-
...Mg till' ',AA In S.1.1.ini. nt 1.1.1 Sin. Kline • 24. t1.4-s h..,
11.•re.o Wino; so. 11*
the. bat k room, ..1 1 I,. r the: i iistoruvr• ••••• r.n. tits,
th. :The -het iff athtstt.e...1
& TIME





pntikation "Creative and Succ-
essful Personalities of the Wor-
ld."
Dr. Bell is a member of the
staff of the School of Educe*);
Murray State University.
1 Dr. Bell Is NamedTo Advisor Board
in, Mary Elisabeth Bell has
been notified that an article she
has written will appear in the
March issue of "Education", a
perlicatian of national distribu-
tion in the educational field from
the University of Wisconsin, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin.
The article, "Evaluating the
Quality Of Handwriting" will app-
ear in March.
Dr. Bell was also invited to
serve as a member of the Edit-
orial Advisors for "Education",
an invitation which she accepted.
Only recently she was notified
that her biography would appear
is a widely distributed annual
WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 18, UM
ABC News will begin a
weekly prime-time series of half-
hour news specials March 23
in the 10:30 p.m. spot. Cur-
rent problems in many fields
will be examined on these Mon-
day programs which will con-
tinue through Sept. 14. After
that ABC will be presenting
Monday night pro toot 60
games.
Bob (Gilligan's Island and
The Good Guys) Denver and
Joey Heatherton will co-star in
a segment of ABC-TV's"Love,
American Style."
PURLOINED Limns -- Theft
of letters from Jackie Ken-
nedy Onassis to Roswell Gil-
patric, 64, from his New
York office throws the news
spotlight on the former First
Lady again with coincidence
of the legal separation of
Mn. Gilpatric ahowni, his
third wife, the same day.
Asked abotit the "Dear Ron"
and "Dearest Ros" letters,
Mrs. Madeline Gilpatric said
the two were "very, very
close." Gilpatric was a depu-
ty Defense secretary under
President John F. Kennedy,
and he and Jackie have
known each other for years.
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carpeting, central heat
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gas floor furnace, storm
and windows, dol&ty roo
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on a 3/4 acre lot.
2-BEDROOM raAmx b
New Concord Road, 35





92 ACRE CATTLE FAR
New Providence. Good
good stock ponds, pie
blacktop frontage. Has
corn base, also good
hams.
108 ACRES on Pottertow
RSA 14 acre corn base
acre tobacco hem. Loll
per acre.
167 ACRES located 3 ni
E. of Min:ay on Van
Hoed. Priced I255 per a
HIGH QUAUTY specks,
brick homes now nixie
struction. Lee dowelç!
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remain at 6 1/4% for t
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and have year choke of
plumbing and electrical
is, interim paints, do.
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rusty 24. Iteiquirerneats 6
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iltRAL R.STATI FOR SALE
154 ACRES, *reit* girlies from
Murray on black top. Beenneat
type home and new grade-A
Dairy varier.
121 ACRES with approximately
4,000 ft frontage on Tennessee
River. Seven room house. Sale
price, $30,000.00, 1/3 cash.
UNIIIED FARM AGENCY,
phone 7534057. 740-C
BY OWN: 90 x 200 ft. lot on
Kirkwood Drive. City water and
sewer. On paved street. Also
1969 Wheethorse tractor and




dam at Panonnna Shores.
tact John W. Ward, Route 1,
Sedalia, Kentucky. Phone
8905. 11.721:14)
BY OWNER: Onsobeiciroin bane.
Has large living room with fire-
place, also twee dimity room
one and onehaif beds. Built-in
range, garbage disposal,
washer and refrigerator.
trict heat Perfect for yew
living, has outdid storage.
Lake front lot, located at Pano-
rama Shores. Phone 7534108
after 5:00 p. m. 734-P
DELUXE 3-BEDROOM brick
home in Westwood Has des-
uslly large bedrooms, closets
and bath rooms. Central beat
and air, Frigidaire egmliances,
panelled family roam, carpet-
ing, carport, outside storage.
Owner will consider financing.
SPACIOUS 341EDROOM brick
home in Grove Heights. Has
central beat and air, carpeting,
kitchen built-ins, washer and
dryer, separate dining area, en-
trance hallway, patio, fireptace
In living room, attic storage
and carport.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home near
Coidwater. lies separate dining
area, utility room, large family
room, double carport and out.
side storage. A well-built, new-
ly decorated home that can be
readily financed for a qualified
buyer.
3-BEDROOM BRICK at 1620 Cat.
anna. Res kitchen built-in
carpeting, central beat•mod sit.
Pi baths, utility room, carport
and large lot in Robertson
School district.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home In
Aim°. (Use to elementary scho-
ol, dome churches, de. Has
gas floor furnace, storm doom
and windows, utility room, good
weit new roof, separate garage,
on a 3/4 acre lot
2-BEDROOM FRAME home as
New Coecord Road, 3% miles
S. E. of Murray. A good buy at
$5,500.00.
3-BEDROOM FRAME home
with garage apartment. Located
in Heed, Ky.
92 ACRE CATTLE FARM near
New Providence. Good tepees,
good stock ponds, plenty of
blacktop frontage. Has ai scre
corn base, also good tobacco
bases.
106 ACRES on Pottertovrn Road.
Has 14 acre corn base and 1
acre tobeceo base. Low price
per SM.
157 ACRES located 3 miles N.
E. of Mined on Van Cleve
Road. Priced g2S6 per acre.
HIGH QUALITY spacious new
brick bosses now trader coo
struetion. Law dome payment
and interest rate guaranteed to
remain at 6 1/4% for the du-
ration of the lose. Buy now
and have your choice of brick,
plumbing and electrical Retur-
n, interior paints. de.
1'0 BUY ... see eel TO ME
.. list with us!
FULTON YOUNG REALTY,
Ith & Maple Street, Phone 753-
/333. Home phones: Fulton
Young, 763-4046: Ishmael Stan-
ii, 753-1534. F-20-C
NN U WANTED
WANTED: someone In do yard
and garden work, two days a
week. Phone 753-1432. 7-19-C
OPENINGS for three ladies, full
or part time employment. Call
73.3-3066 for appointment
FOIC
APPLICATIONS we being Re-
ceived for four weeks training
class for nurses aides at Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hoinital.
Applications meet be in by Feb-
ruary It Requirements for ap-
plicants are as follows: Age III
to 30: high school graduates
preferred, or at least two years
of high school; statement from
physician that applicant is in
good health; and references.
Applicstioo should be made in
the 'nursing office of the hos-
pital. 7„23.c
WANTS° TO RENT
WANTED: apertment or dose
entaruided. Call mane
REAL MATT FOR /ALB NOTICE
somas:mom grid sesinad
Atrinni house. Omdral hest and
dr. minted. badly MOM tam
beds. amble Preis. amebae.
large court yard, city school
Sankt. Phone 7967901L TYC
THREE - 3-antitoom bricks
for $23,000 or under. Yes we
ism them One vacant now and
immediate possession can be
had. It has two baths, living
room, outside storage, carport,
bun range and electric beat
ANOTHER ONE has centres!
heat and air, range, diskiesher,
ompeting, utility room, living
room and race dining area. It
aoo has a carport and a large
lot.
THE 'MUD one has central
heat 'and air, carpeting, buiit4n
range 1% baths, carport, util-
ity room, ding room end a
dm lot
ANOTHER EXTRA NEAT house
Is this three bedroom frame. It
has a large living room, Idtchm
with range, carpeting, utility
room, carport, outside storage,
and a fenced in yard. It's a real
bargain at less than $15,000.
CORNER LOT and lots of shade
Is a feature of this piece of
properly. It is within leading
distance of M. S. U. and the
house has three baths:cane liv-
ing room, den, kitchen with
good dining area, utility room
and garage. its priced to sell
at $15,000.
IND CAIN:MAR Dad Made
see refills we sew MOW at








Chestnut - Murray, Ky.
ELECTROILUX SALMI Is flew
• Boe 213, Mumay, 114., C.
K Ileadoem none MEM
Rambeeby, FebellEC
SIGN UP new for organ or gni;
tar kismet,. Commercial er
rock.. You don't have to OMR
an Instrument Phone 753-71116.
Leach's Music Center. 7-214
FOR SALE
1030 BALES of Timothy and
Clover hay. Cell 7594885 or
MONO. 7-19NC
SPOTS before your eyes -
on your new cerpet-rensove
than with Bine Lustre. Red
electric thanipOtnif $1. Western
Auto, Home of 'Tbe wishing
Well". 7-116C
ONE MAN Chiffonier, maple.
$25.00. Phone mama after
400 p. as. 7-16C
TAPPAN RANGE, refrigerabor,
four dining chairs in good coa-
&ion $3.00 each, also table.
Phone 753-2284. 7-16C
QUALIFIER) VANS tam
finance any of the /bare houses
with no down pepatent and
have 26 yaws to pay for the
properly.
DUPLEX: This is one of the
nicest ones in Murray. Each
aide hes Uiree bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, and bath. It is
carpeted and has central hut
and air and is less than one year
dd. Both sides are now rented
and a good income can be yours
with the deed.
FOUR BEDROOMS and they
are all large plus living room,
kitchen, utility, work shop, out-
side storage, carport, air con-
ditioning, drapes, carpet, bu








105 North 10th Street
Far Appointment
Phone 153-58N
COME BY and see our selec-
tion of color teievidons. Dunn's
TV & Appliance Store. IN
South 12th Street. Couiplete
television service depardwat




011111WW Met and de
bailt4n range dread tile bah.
carpet thieugliest Call or see
Gmw Steely, &Mthdik amp-
Pteli Cottle', Murray, KetelseltY,
MOM TIC
BOON for two boys, private es-
trum refrigerator. Call ISE-
741111 after 4 p. as., /47 North
no Street
TWO-BEDROOM 10 x 56 ft trail-
er. Phone 753-3228 or eta at
Grogan's Trailer Court. F-31:14'
ROOMS available in house for
boys. Phone 753-3816. 7.21/C
3-ROOM furnished basement
apartment, clean and neat Util-
ities paid, $50.00. Couple or old-
er man or woman. Call 733-
1739. 718-NC
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 66', two
bedrooms, good location. Call
7536.209. 7-19-C
ONE AND TWO bedroom furn-
nnad apartments 7Ammerman
Agarisnents, South 16th Street.
nem 7554809. F-211-IC
TWO-BEDROOM house, 407
South lith Street. Possession
immediately. $65.00. Phone Bob
Miller 753-2930. 7-19-C
TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
air conditioned. Couples mad
teachers only. Call 118-311111.
-- 14/6C
12' x 50 MOBILE Home, cen
OW heat, two bedrooms, five
miles from Morrie on private
lot. Mrs. Ben Nix, phone 753-
3785. 7-19-C
TWONEDROOM trailer with
carpeting and washing machine.
les only. Phone 753-7920.
LARGE efficiency apartment.
Air-conditioned and electric
heat. Large closets. Couple on-






Buy First Suit at Reg. Price




Buy First Sport teat at
Reg. Pries and get Second
Sport Cast of Equal Value
FREE!
Wash 'N Wear Slacks
Buy First Pair at Reg.









FOE YOUR bows reemodelimi
WEN=and mobs. Tres
Satan Oall 1.1141111 air
rebffiliC
REP= TAME TROUILM. llf
you are mqparleselag &Meal-
ties with your septic tank aid
to your problem way be
solved by dowdy peomplis met
year teak_ Cell Sisely A
stme. Evatbside EINEENE Clod.es, Kum, istatweg, TIMM
TEC
WILL BABY ST hi my home.
Call 753-8493. 7-36C
WILL KEMP bibies or miall
children in my home. Phone
753-3809. f rilb•C
WANTED TO RUT
WANT TO BUY complete fish
ing rig. Aluminum boat, trail-
er and motor. Call 7534030.
after 500 p. as. TITIC
WANT): standing timber and
lop. Contact Ira Seattle Mitres
apd Limber Co. Flees




NEW SHIPMENT: heavy sha&
$3.95 sq. yd. heavy cut pile,
$325 sq. yd.; Commend( type,
candy stripe, hi-density, tubber
back, $2.99 sq. yd. While it beta.
other heavy carpet, $318 sq. 7d-;
ado cut off pieces, bath room
pieces, remnants, bound throw
rugs. Pan:hail's Discount House,
Hazel, Kentucky, phone 492-
9733. 7-19-7
FOUR USED manure spreaders.
Vinson Tractor Company, Cadiz
Road. Phone 753-4892. 746C
ClIAROLAIS BULLS, one pure
bred, one 3/4 bred. Phone 364-
2637, Dresden, Tenn. 7-72-P
AUTOS FOR SALE
HAY, 240 bales, 50e each. Phan
7534023. 7-15.1)
SOLID OAK round dining tables,
ladder back chairs to match, fin-
ished or unfinished. Baby cribs
and unfinished chests and book
shelves. Apartment ranges and
refrigerators. Special February
prices on seven piece dinette
suites and thfee piece bedroom-
s/Res. Carraway Furniture, 105
North 3rd. Phone 753-1502.
7-19-C
FULL BLOODED German Shep-
herd puppies. cheap. Phase
753-7833. ITC -1
AUTOS FOR SAL..
1968 WICK SkYlart four door
hardtop with factory air and
power, tinted Slam 1987 Buick
Lakbre 400, four door hardtop.
White with blue Interior and
blue vinyl roof, factory air and
power. Cain and Tayior Gulf
Station. Comer of 6th and Main.
740-C
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
with factory Mr and power.
Vinyl roof. 1967 Buidt Skylart
four door hardtop with factory
air and all power with vinyl
roof. Cain and Taylor Gull Sta-
tics. Corner of 0th and Main.
7.30-C
1963 NUSMNG VA automatic
with power stewing. 1985 Mee-
roiet Impala four door sedan
with factory Mr end ail power.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main.
7.211)-C
1965 FOND Faked 6colintbn,
automatic. 1966 Voiding=
with factoey air and hmt back.
Ckwd condition. C4A0 and Tay-
kw cms stninmi. Corner of GUI
and Mad 740.0
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, white,
good condition 1963 Pontiac
Bonneville station sown with
factory air and power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Mein.
1984 BUKIL Wildcat four door
sedan. Looal car. 1964 Buick
LaSabre four door sedan. Au-
tomatic, power steering and
brakes. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 8th and
Maid 7-3D-C
TWO TYPEWRITERS, $35.00,
two single beds, $20.00, heavy
duty utility trailer, $35.00, and
antique dock, $35.00. Phone
753-4684 7-34-Co
litrURLITZIOR ORGAN, wing
4070 and Leine tone cabinet,'
model 145. Like new condition.
Reason for selling, have pur-
chased 4500 model W urhtzer. I
Phone 753-2700. !Well-24-C/
YES-YES-YES-We fill nurs-
ing home prescriptions at our
same low prices. Ask us bow
and Save Save Save ... Uncle
Jeff's Discount Pharmacy is
ready to serve you 12 hours a
day, and every Sunday after-
noon. F-20-C
FOR SALE OR RENT: Two-
bedroom trailer. See at W al
drop's Trailer court or call 753
8309 or 753-8948. 7-20-C
1968 SINGER Golden Zig-2aq
Sewing machine. Fully guaran-
teed, balance $54.23 or take up
small monthly payment. Can
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, Box 51, Paris, Tenn.
3820. 7-24-C
ARC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies for sale. 436-
5841. 7-20-C
1967 DATSUN, four door, fae-
toly air, automatic tranmnon.
Less than 6000 miles. Phone
74.0-P
1864 RAILIEUJER 4 door station
, automatic trammadion
ood omodhams, good tires, to-
car. Phalle 7534604 or 753-
1681. 7-19-C
1961 VOLKSWAGEN. Reason-
able. Can be seen at 916 North
18th Street. 7-19-P
1969 ELCAMINO custom pick-
up. Power steering, power brak-
es, vinyl top, factory air. Blue
with white vinyl top. Turbo-
hydramatic, 350 cubic inch en-
gine, $2975.00. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th SL,
Phone 753-2617 7-19-C
1963 FORD four door dim,
automatic and power exerted.
1964 Pontiac Bonneville four
door hanker with di power and
factory air. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
Main. 7-20-C
There is nothing unusual
about a star being in a television
series that doesn't make it and
then coming back a season or so
later in another series. Some
have done the phoenix bit more
than once. But George Hamilton
must ,have set some sort. of
record! *He was a co-star in
ABC's "The Survivors," which
faded from view on Jan. 12. On
Jan. 22, he was back on the
network as sole star of a new





















































































































Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. tic. 8
1966 CHEVELLE Super Sport,
396 engine four speed trios.
mission, power steering. Bur
Sandy with black rod. Local
car, $1495.00. Patter Ford Inc.
Corner of 7th end Main. Phone
753-5273. 7-20-C
1968 VOLKSWAGEN two door
sedan. Tan with matching in-
terior. One owner, new car
trade in, $1395.00. Parker Fora
Inc. Corner of 7th and Main.
Phone 753-6273. 7-20C
1987 MUSTANG two door hard-
top, radio, white wall tires, low
mileage, 61495.00. Patter Ford
Inc. Corner of 7th and Mein.
Phone 753-6273. F-20-C
1988 RANCHERO V-8, automat-
ic transmission, air conditioner.
Power steering and brakes. One
owner, new car trade in, $34,-
95.00. Patter Ford Inc. Corner
of 7th and Main. Phone 753-
5273. 7-20C
1985 FORD pick-up, custom cab,
Y-8 engine, overdrive trammed
Won, long wide bed. Light blue.
One owner, new buck trade IM
$1295.00. Patter ihird Inc. Corn-
er of 7th and Main. Phone 753-
3273. 7-26C
transmission,
CLOVER HAY. Call 753-404 aide doors with windows. White
y,g}p 1805.00. Parker Ford
Inc. Corner of 7th and Main.
  Phone 753-5273. 7.311C
AUCTION SALE
1983 ECON011INE Van, 6-cyl-
inder, standard
AUCIION SALE: Saturday, Feb.
21, 1:00 p. as. at the late Othe
Burton farm, 1 male east al
Marra), on the old Mw-ray and
Concord Road. Will sell: 1-7011
International tractor, 1965 model
gas burner; 4-14 inch flat tot-
de plows, international; 1-
4 row cultivator, International;
1-12 ft. Wheel type disc; 4
froze end weights; 1 mg tad
and pump, goes on pick up; 1-
16 gauge savage antic; 3-
4 wheel wagons; 1 Silage cutter,
hire new Lots of ether items
too numemus to mention Ter
ry Shomemaker, auctioneer -
F-213C
LH' Abner





NEW YORK (UPI) - itls
may be small relief, but it is
welcome nonetheless - the
announcement that NBC has
ordered an ackdional four
episodes for the "Julia" series,
starring Diahann Carroll, making
a total of 30 instead of 26
episodes. This means there will
be four less reruns of this
program during the summer.,
Time was when the standard fori
series shows was approximately'
33 episodes. In recent years, the
figure has shrunk to 26, meaning
that a program that started in
tiSeptember would be in reruns 
for six months beginning abou
Anril I
FNTHUSIASTIC AS EVER
League' of Women Voters
Celebrating. 50th Birthday






The League of Women Voters
is celebrating its 50th anniver-
sary this month, but age has
not dampened its enthusiasm as
is readily apparent train the
buttons it is distributing urging




The anniversary year is being
hailed as the "Year of the Vot-
er," to be climaxed Election
Day by -The Day of the Voter."
The year also is the 50th anni-
versary of the ratification of
the 19th Amendment granting
women the right to vote.
" Enthusiasm and drive have
distinguished the organization.
since its formation in Chicago
in February. 1920, as the direct
off-shoot of the woman suffrage
movement. Woman suffrage had
its roam in the United States in
the Woman's Rights Convention
In Seneca Faits. N.Y., in 1848.
• • •
AFTER the Civil War, Eliza-
beth Cady Stanton and Susan
B. Anthony organized the Na-
tional Woman Suffrage Aroci-
ation, which later merged' With
the American Woman Suffrage
Association, and their campaign
culminated in the adoption of
the 19th Amendment.
A highlight of the 1920 con-
vention, which convened with
ratification assured, was a tele-
gram from President Woodrow
Wilson which Carrie Chapman
Catt, leader of the campaign to
win woman suffrage through a
constitutional amendment, to-
umphanUy read to the assem-
bled delegates "Permit me to
congratulate your association
upon the fact that its great
work is so near its triumphant
end that you can now merge it
Into a League of Women Vot-
ers."
• • •
THE LEAGUE now has at:i
proximately 160,000 members in
1,275 local leagues in all 50
states, the District of Columbia.
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands. The pressures it exerts
for good government often make
the organisation seem larger
than it is.
Several years ago. after Sen.
George Aiken, R-Vt., had been
confronted by a group of the
women, he : -Are you
sure there are 0n1y 145,000 of
them? I thought there mint be
millions"
The league operates at na-
tional, Mete and local levels,
with a budget of approximately
$2,750,000. A drive is underway
to raise $11 Minton in conjunc-
tion with the 50th anniveriery
observance to promote the
league's aims: expanded services
to voters; attacks on poverty,
unemployment, inadequate
schools and housing; increasing
public awareness of the need




state and local government.
• • •
THE LEAGUE is a non-part-
isan organization, although indi-
viduals are encouraged to par-
ticipate actively within political
parties. Local leagues are active
in explaining issues that con-
front the electorate, and politi-
cal candidates are encouraged
to appear before them and ex-
plain their positions
As national organizations go,
the league is not large, but
thanks to the enthusiasm and
drive of its members it has
played a key role in the enact-
ment of important legislation.
League representatives have
proven themselves effective lob-
byists.
Some legislative victories in
which they have played a major
part include enactment of the
Social Security Act in 1935; the
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
in 1938; the Trade Agreements
Act rof 1934 pnd its renewals;
1.7.S. ratification of the United
Nations Charter in 1945; the
Water Resources Planning Act






















BY FREDERICK H. TREZSR. United Press leternatiaml
What are the characteristics that distinnuish a really
good teacher from any other teacher? Ask a 57-year-old
high school English teacher from Omaha, Neb., and a
sophomore at Yale and you get basically the same answer.
Today's Education, the
journal of the National Ed-
ucation Assn. (NEA), did just
that. Its February issue
•contains commentaries on
teachers, their role in the
classroom and their rela-
tionship with students,
written by Gunnar Horn.
an Omaha classroom teach-
er, and Paul Goldberger, a
Yale sophomore.
Following are excerpts:
HORN: "One has got to
love teaching—to feel he
has something important
that he must communicate
to the young. Without en-
thusiasm, teaching is mere-
ly a mechanical skill."
GOLDBERGER: "What is
wrong is that in spite of
the many, many fine teach-
ers who do not fall into the
following category, too
many others just don't
care. They don't care about
the students they teach, or.
the institutions they teach
in, or the subjects they
teach, or perhaps all
three "
BORN: "Halfwy down
the long course (leicran11.6
the Ph.D. degree), it
dawned on me that what I
really wanted to teach was
kids, not Chaucer or Milton
or Shakespeare. I quit
hunting for an obscure and
still unexplored problem in
literature that would be
suitable for a thesis and
wrote my first textbook for
high school students ... all
the fun is in teaching,
which is surely at the op-
posite pole from lecturing."
GOLDBERGER: "The na-
tion's colleges are filled
with scholars who squeeze
teaching in between writ-
ing for academic journals
and consulting for high-
paying corporations. The
nation's elementary anti sec-
ondary schools are filled
with people who teach "for
a hying." They teach be-
cause teaching is a secure
job, and that's what they
are committed to."
HORN: "Let's see what




That may be his way of
calling attention to his fru-
trations because no one has
provided him with a more
appealing outlet."
GOLDBERG: "The lack
of respect and trust stu-
dents have for their teach-
ers is at the heart of the
current crisis in education .
. . students survive inetiffe-
ence _ and apathy among
their high school teachers
ally to confront college
faculties who are more in-
terested in clustered
search than in teaching and
mor attracted by institu-
tional politicking than by
sena' involvement.'
HORN: "Some student ...
rill ask me . excitedly,
'have you reed Macbeth,
Mr. Horn? It's really great.'
An enthusiastic teacher can
sell a classic as readily as
the cheap stuff."
GOLDBERGER: "Shake-
speare and square roots are
as relevant today as they
ever were . . . what dis-
turbs many students is not
what is being taught, but
bow it is being taught."
Most Oppose Postal Rate
Increase; Want Efficiency
Another round of postal rate
increases? Or postal reform and
economy?
The nation's independent bus-
inessmen turn thumbs down on a
Congressional proposal to incre-
ase postage rates to reduce the
Post Office deficit, according to
a 50-state poll by the National
Federation of Independent Bus-
iness. The vote was almost 2-1.
Considering the size of the
problem — an annual-deficit ris-
ing over $ 1.3 billioo — the poll
results suggest that these busine-
ssmen want efficiency and ri
form — not rate increases — to
balance the postal ledger.
The legislation by Represen-
tative Glenn Cunningham of Neb-
raska to Increase first-class bulk
mall 16 percent, met thLs respon-
se from the business owners:
Thirty-two percent favor the
bill, 62 percent express opposi-
tion, and 6 per cent are undecided,
In Kentucky, 24 percent of the
respondents endorse the meas-
ure, 72 percent take a negative
view and 7 percent withhole
opinion.
The rate increases proposed
in this bill would, it Luestima-
ted, cut the postal deficit` in half.
Any deficit in postal operations
Is made up from general re-
venue or government borrowing.
The postal service has operated
In this subsidized manner for
years.
Since the poll of businessmen,
the Administration has tentati-
vely proposed to provide "pre-
mium" first-class mall service
for 10 cents, and "regular" (but
slower than present) first class
delivery for seven cents. An
alternative would be an eight-
cent charge for all first-class
matter.
Increased postage rates would
be inflationary, the Federation
research staff notes, with more
than 70 percent of mail volume
coming from businesses. A bet-
ter way to balance Income and
expenses, it is suggested, Iles
In reform and efficiency.
The reforms proposed by the
K eppel Commission, Including
conversion of the Post Office
Department into an independent,
government - owned corporation,
promise a sizeable saving thr-
ough modernization and efficien-
cy. Administration of personnel,
pay and working conditions would
be taken out of politics. But the
House has shelved this proposal,
described by President Nixon as
the most significant reform bill
of his Administration.
n—tliinadragninierfcreberey
Wag and rising deficit has been
the frequent wage increases to
pastel workers, many of whom
are represented by one of sev-
eral unions. Earnings of postal
workers, including overtime and
night bonus, rose 43 percent bet-
ween 1962 and mid-1968, accord-
ing to the post office, and since
then a 4 percent raise was even
in July and another increase
Is pending in Congress.
Many businessmen have com-
plained of deteriorating mail ser-
vice even as rates have been in-
creased, And past rate increases
have failed to reduce the deficit,
as promised., Instead, it has in-
creased to new records.
The independent business own-
ers, who have long argued for
more efficiency in government,
zero in on the Post °fake for
many complaints of this sort.
Passing another round of rate
increases, amounting to more
than $600,000 million a year,
Is not the proper solution to
the problem in the eyes of most
businessmen,
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press Internatienel
The greatest slenderizing feat
on record is that of circus fat
lady Dolly Dimple Mrs Celesta
Geyer vino in 1958-1059 reduced
her weight from 555 to 120




'They Shoot Horses, Don't
They?" is a forerunner of two
other equine titles: "A Man
Called Horse" and "The Fifth
Horsem an . "
• • •
What better to dry your drip.
fry minidreas in than a mini-
Ilryer? The portable appliance
weighs only II j/2 pounds and
:an handle up to two pounds
of damp drip-dry wash, accord-
ing to the manufacturer. It
boasts three temperature let-
tings. a 60-minute automatic
timer and can be plugged into
normal 110-volt household out-
let'.
througbout the state during the
walkout. They hope the private
groups, will in turn, apply pres-
sure on the abate legislators.
A KEA spokesman mid the
groups' parent organization, the
Notional Education Association,
hos pledged its full support of
KEA efforts and added that as
many es 30 NEA representa-
tives will be in Kentucky next
week if a strike is called.
But in other circles, teachers
grew more displessed with the
threatened work Morns& which
they viewed as "illegal" and
"diamptive."
The Kentucky School Board
Association issued a adement
earlier in the week which said
it "does not approve, support,
condooe or encourage" the
walkout in order to win in-
crewed unwise from the Gse
eral Assembly.
Many individual school boards
have issued statements that tea-
elvers participating in the strike
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Teachers.... Today's
(Coed nued iFirxionicilyr 1) Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
opened higher today in moder-
ate turnover.
The market may drift nar-
rowly early in the session as
Wall Street waits to hear what
Federal Reserve Board Chair-
man Arthur F. Burns, has to
say to the Joint Congressional
Economic Committee, Congress
has been holding hearings all
week on the administration's
economic policies.
Burns may reveal when the
Fed, which regulates that
nation's credit policy, will relax
monetary policies and let
Interest rates fall. Record high
Interest rates and drum-tight
credit have weighed heavily on
stocks for more than a year.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P I marketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.35 per cent
on 371 issues on the tape,
we'llid be ̀ ding in 
violation 
of Advances topped declines, 173their contracts.
to 102.In Jefferson County, school
supetintendent Richard Van Minnesota Mining gained %
Boose atmonnoed that all ex- to 107%, while Copputer
tra-curricular activitliss, induct, Sciences added 'A to 231/2, and
lug basketball games, would be General Telephone % to 29%.
canceled if teachers strike. Teledyne picked up % to 261/2
"It would be difficult to luta and Whittaker Corp. 1/2 to 12%1.
allowing teachers to boycott Gnat 8L Western climbed % to
dames while coaching 17%, but Skyline dipped 'a to
etes in the evening." Van 21, and International Telephone
said. lost '8 to 56%. American
Most school officials said they Telephone slid 1/2 to 497/e,
have to wait until a walk- Among the oils Occidental
ut materializes to determiae if fell % to 20%. while Gull Oil
thug are enough teachers and - •
school personnel on hand to •
dens&
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued From Page ))
"Is you got a pencil?" "No I
ain't". "I ain't ask you is you
ain't, I ask you is you is, is
you?"
W. got a flaahback to a number
of years ago this week as we
hauled out the high chair used
by the three youngest It was
all to pieces with the joints un-
glued, screws out and one piece
broken off Took it to Mr.
Brooks an South 12th behind the
old Singer Sewing place and he
fisted it up right. Replaced the
broken piece, put in new screw
and reglued the joints. The rea-
son for all Una commotion of
course is that our grand daugh-
ter has grown to the extent that
she needs it. When our young-
est three used it, we bored a
bole in the back of the chair
on each side and tied them
In with a diaper while they
were being fed. Contemplating
n the situation we took note





(Continued From Page 1)
the private vehicles of firemen
end policemen and auxiliary
firemen and policemen as a re
suit of accidents while on em-
ergency call was placed on the
clerk's desk after it ran into in-
tense floor opposition.
Supporters warned' the act-
ion might kill the bill for the
easeion.
Election Bills
Two bills involving elections
were passed Tuesday.
One would allow district,
county or state party chairmen
to nnminate persons to fill VI-
011inCeeS crested by the death of
a candidate, rather than the
organization chairman.
The other would allow politi-
cal parties to place candidates
for party positions on ballots in
primary elections in even-num-
bered years At present, such
elections are held in the pre-
cincts on the Saturday follow-
ing the general election.
Other bills pawn Tuesday
included:
Ill111/2 — Permitting recip-
ients of unsolicited goods to re-
fuse delivery wite iut obligation
to return and dinai that such
unsolicited goods 'e considered
gifts.
RB150 — Perm rig children
to begin school b . entering on
or within 30 day. of the open-
ing date if they will become six
years old by Dec. a 1970, Nov.
1, 1971, and Oct. 1 of al sub-
sequent years.
HB209 — Allowing private
schools which provide instruc-
tion and facilities for except-
ional children to qualify. as
Mate schools sod receive funds




Gordon Wile, former directOr of
"Rowan and Martin's









Marion McCarty, National Hot-
el, Murray; Miss Kathleen Patt.
gasou, 206 South 15th, Murray;
John Norinne, 805 North 16th,
Murray; Mrs. Clyde Ott, 1309
Kirkwood., Murray; Miss Keene
Saylors, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs.
jun White, 1500 Johnson, Mur-
ree
Juliet Mills, playing a British
nanny in the new ABC situation
comedy series, "Nanny and the
Professor," is a member of that
famous English acting family
beaded by father John Mills and
Including sister Bayley Mills.
And the wife-mother writes
books and film scripts.
tacked on % to 24%,
In the aerospace group,
McDonnell-Douglas added "8 to
20,$.
General Motors rose a full
point to 671/2, Chrysler 1/2 to
281 8.
In the electronics, Burroughs
jumped 1% to 155, Control Data
1 to 67.
U.S. Steel added i/s to 35%,
while Bethlehem Steel picked
up '8 to 275/8,
Du Pont, trading ex-dividend,
rose 1% to 1551/2 in the
chemical group.
Walt Disney, another strong
perfermer, rose 1% to 1551/2.
NORTH FORK
NEWS
By Mrs. R, D. Key
February 11, 1970
Well I'm back again after so
long. I have been ill with flu for
several weeks, a shut in. Then
had a little accident as I went
to wash dishes and cut my finger
right tad on a glass. Rushed to
Nobles Hospital when Dr. New-
man took seven stitches so I've
been handicapped about my writ-
ing-
Glynn M. Orr was dismissed
from Hairy County Hospital Sat-
urday where he had been a pat-
ient a few days for tests. Every-
one of the tests showed up good
and he is feeling fine as we are
happy to report.
Tommy Jenkins left last Thur-
sday for the Air Force, He is
stationed in Texas for a few
weeks,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen Morris,
Mrs. Oninn PaSChall, and R, D,
Key visited Mrs. Gleanor Byars
In Murray Hospital on Saturday
afternoon. They also visited Odle
Morris in Murray. Mrs. Byars
passed away Saturday morning.
In M. Paschall is a patient
at Nobles Hospital.
Sorry to hear Mrs. Homer
Paschall is not feeling so well.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Paschall,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited her Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs Carlene Paschall visited
Mrs. Ella Morris Tuesday after-
Mrs. Ruby Owen. Susan and
WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 13. 1970
Mitch Sykes visited the R. D.
Keys Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard \laden
and son of Memphis, Teen., spent
the weekend with Bro. and Mrs.
Vane].
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tarkington
visited Mrs. Ella Morris Satin'.-
day afternoon.
Mrs. Ralph Doyle and Mrs.
Br soda Jenkins visited Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins Sunday.
Douglas Kemp was able to
attend church Sunday at North
Fork after a long illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
Of Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Mins in Paris, Tenn.,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes and
son, Tony, visited Bro. Warren
Sykes and family Sunday after-
noon.
Mrs. Wattle Taylor is spending
the winter with her daughters,
Miss Ruth Taylor of Memphis
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wyatt
In Jackson, Tenn.
Bro. and Mrs. Teary Sills and
family were dinner guests of the
Douglas Vandykes Sunday. They
all visited Mrs. Ella Morris in
the afternoon.
Arlin Paschall visited Oman
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Mrs, Tom Wilson and R. D.
Key visited Odle Morris Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Glynn Orr spent Monday
with Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipo
Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cunning-
ham, Butch Paschall, and Mrs.
Linda Orr visited Glynn M. Orn
In the hospital Friday night.
Mrs. Linda-Orr and son, Rick.
le. visited Mrs. R. D. Key Mon-
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service, 2-18-"70 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Reg Market Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1,083 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 215e lower; Sows, Stea-
dy.
OS 2-3 3X1230 Has $27_75-28.26;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $27 25-27.75;
US 2-4 240-280 lbs 526.75-2725;
US 3-4 280-280 llas $26.25-26.75;
BOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $2325-24.00,
A Few $2450;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $22.50-23.50;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $2150-22.50.
NBC has postponed until the
1970-71 season the Alun Owen
original video play, "Female of
the Species," originally
scheduled for January airing as
one of the "Prudential's On
Stage" series. He wrote "Male of
the Species," which was hailed
during the 1968-69 season.
thy afternoon,
Mr, and Mrs. Glynn Orr, In D.
Key, Bro. and Mrs. Warren Syk-
es and daughter, Susan, and Bro.
Vaden visited Glynn M. Orr in
the hospital Wednesday afterno-
on.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Tom Wilson visited Mrs.
• D. Key Teesday afternoon.
STORE WIN
SURPLUS STOCK SALE
S500.00 IN SI'l..CIAL GIFT CHECKS
Given to the First 100 People at Our Door
Opening Moulins! - 9:00 a.m. 510 West Main Street
R ECE
We Are SELLING THIS ENTIRE STOCK




9 A.M.. THURS ,
FEB. 19th
viv will continue to slash prices until




Hart, Schaffner a Marx and
Style-Mart Clothes and Sults
Sport Coats - Slacks
Alligator All Weather Coats
Arrow - Puritan Sweaters
Nationally Known
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